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Atrs der.Ghe, Lillian Nordica, Franz Rommel and “The Last DayB of Pompeii,” Erast Henser’o sym- 
Paderewskijiave appeared with the Buffalo Orchestra in phonic poem, recently received its first performance at 
ihh - o - Cologne. 
2 he Leader, a journal for brass and military bands, is -““Elijah” was heard by ao mdience of about thirty- 
'ndw issued in magazine form: and greatly: 'improved in five' hundred working people in the Bast End of London 
its irtieles and printing. recently. • 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of „ __ ■ Bualc. - „ Me. Samuel P. Warren began his annual series of Mmb. Christimb Nilsson now resides in: Stockholm, 
Thursday afternoon organ recitals at Grace Church, her husband haying been appointed Spanish Munster to 
dsbobip ox 8m .» • i’ .• York, %fi Fan 7fcl the Swedish Court. Single Copy, 18 Seats. .. - • ' rw . 
__ . . . ...... C. A. White, the composer of many popular songs, Sir-George Grove, and others ;are, making an effort 
ioponSdennaipatl^aiXthetrotUoStot® in Boston, Jan. 18th, at the age of sixty-two. He to have the most important of Beethoven’s manuscripts 
csoBtimsed 3 was the head of the White-Smith Publishing Company, reproduced in fac-simile. 
THIODOI Tf PRE8SER Mb. Geo. H. Wilson, the Boston critic, is now. the The National Society of Professional Musicians of 
PHUiABEiiPHlA FA. Secretary of the Bureau of Music at the Columbian Ex- England held their annual meeting at Newcastle-on- 
“w A ‘ ' position, Chicago. Mr. Theodore Thomas is the Musical Tyne during the holidays. 
:-i~———:.' ....■  — ' ' ‘.— *rec^0^* ^ The house in which Chopin was born, in Zelazowa, 
N p,. - Rubinstein’b new book, “ A Conversation on Music,” Wola.t near Warsaw, is to be put in repair and a memo - 
has just been issued. It may be procured by applying 
-O A to Mr. C. F. Tretbar, Steinway Hall,- New York, or 
... . ■■■. Etude office. Price $1 00.. 
HOME. 
Miss Maud Powell played-in Boston, Jan. 6-h. ,Pat” SaV® £wo. °Fe.Tatic concerts oi Jan.12th ■ J _ and 20ih. One or her earliest roles was that or the 
Miss Neally Stevens is concertizing in the Southern soprano in Rossini’s *• Moses in Egypt,” and her operatic 
‘ t« ■ d6l at was ir * I icia di La nmermc ot ” 
Rubinstein will visit America next season and give The dedication of the Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 
concert! will commence Oct. 11th, 1892, and extend over three 
Clementine De Vere sang with the Chicago Orches- daya/ the- i?at??“??,,tal 
ra last month music, and Mr. E. A. McDowell the music for the Ode. 
n...... r>r.™»oT, r.i v* „„ A. N. Johnson, a well-known composer and teacher, Carlyle rETERSiLEA recently gave his rourth lecture* r, rt . « T * 
’Af , v & died in New Milford,.Conn., on the morning ot January euital of toe season. . . , i TT V .. r 
st, • . le age >. eutj ton . at he rut » ot 
Mue. Panny Blooureld-Zeihler played at a Mikisch thirty-six books for instruction in singing, theory, thor- 
oneert ir Irookiyn mgl base and jtiurch music 
A. MaoDowell is giving a series of piano recitalB in The Kansas M.'T. A. held its Convention at Leaven- 
’flickering Hall, Boston. worth, Dec. 29th and 80th. “ The Object of Teachers’ 
w.T,,~r T- , „nr.D„n • ,r Societies,” “ What is Classical Music and the Beautiful 
lie’s Concerts in New York. ’n 
versities ’ ’ were Among the topics discussed. 
Leopold Godowski is giving a series of piano recitals ^ 
,t Chickering Hall, New York. After a triumphal tourn6e of Boston, Brooklyn, 
, °in. , _ . , . Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Detroit, Buffalo and 
Handel s Messiah was heard in nearly every city Philadelphia, Paderewski returned to New York on Jan. 
PH ILADELPHIAt-PAst-FEBR¥AR¥r4892i 
Satan once upon a time thodght that piano playing 
was progressing too favorably, and so he invented the 
use of the pedal, usually mianamed the lond pedal. 
The musical sins which are committed by means of this 
appliance are innumerable, and the evil one fully suc¬ 
ceeded in his diabolical scheme, for ninety-nine pianists 
out of every hundred use it as they would a hassock or 
foot-rest, instead of utilizing it with the utmost discre¬ 
tion. The effect of a performance which is marred by 
constant use of the pedal is most offensive to a musical 
audience. We need good pedal-organists, but will gladly 
dispense with pedal-pianists. The pedal is a good ser¬ 
vant, but a bad master.—E. Liebling, in Brainard's 
Musical World. 
; . FOREIGN. - g 
Von Bdlow was sixty-one on Jan. 8th. 
Caul Goldmark has written a new sonata for the 
violoncello. 
Cellier, the composer of light operas, died in Lon¬ 
don recently. 
A, triple monument to Haydn, Mozart and Beetho¬ 
ven w be em t > i in I erlin 
Otto Hegner has been playing in the chief European, 
cities this winter and with great success. 
Edward Grieg celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of his first concert recently,,at Christiania. 
“ Lohengrin” is popular in Paris, each of the several 
performances having brought in about $5000. ■ • 
■, Mr. and Mas.' George Hqnsohel are. tb return to 
this SBkfttnfcry and’give a s’erfeb of abtfg rb'ditala. 
Music has been regarded by many peo 
country, until within very recent years, as at¬ 
ari. It may fairly be said that -a young Ans 
devoted himself to music has been commc 
down upon with a pitying or contemptuous c 
shoulders by men of affairs. A well-educc 
expected to know something about poetr 
cculptnre, architecture—at least to have devc 
taste in those directions; but he may be as 
mnsic no an Eskimo is of engineering, ai 
confess his ignorance with a 
the liaictabctl notion thpt his ignorance is cicios 
of his infealledtual strength.—The €/&risi£dtb \ 
I. WHAT IS 10MANTI0 MUSIO? sion lies in the musical thought S3 each, very little in 
—;- the tone ace it. 
by KDWAttD DICKINSON. But with the later - composers the tone color 5' often a 
„ * - * , . - part of the original conception; they do not invent the 
rt> 3 in a goo position. ave you any ^ing The classic period, as I showed in my previous article, passage first and give it its orchestral dress nftervard, 
t - M .. , was that in which the great historic musical forms were but both arise together; and the special expression 
. A.as.™ an gni ea an posi ion app lanceB o atta,-njng completion. No new forms, strictly speaking, depends as much upon the instrumental combination as 
ittle or no goo . e est way to ge a goo an have been created since; but the old have been charged upon the melody and harmony. We find traces of this 
osition is to give s ow tri an ye nger exercises, e c., w-tj1 nevy epjr|tT new ideals have brought forth new principle in the older writers, but it becomes a plainly 
.o be p aye especia y or position. en e o ru e Btyjes an(j methods. The classic ago culminated in recognized condition of effect first in the earliest 
s invaluable: Jne upon me, precep upon precep, BeethoVen. The romantic age is included in the nine* romantic composers; Schubert and Weber. In Weber’s 
iero a little an 1 a ‘.U e‘ eac era w o use e teenlj1 ceiltnry, beginning with Schubert and Weber, overtures and Schubert’s B minor and C major sym- 
ason wo- Dger xercises ave no rou e wi an |imj compri8ing Schumann, Chopin, Mendelssohn (in phonieB we are as much charmed by the rich tone color 
losition, or 686 exercises eman l an ^x^inj e h0me of liis works), Litzt, Berlioz, Wagner, and most of as by the melodies .and harmonies. This feature has 
1Bn s* ‘ ' ‘ the more brilliant lights of recent times. been carried to its highest point by Wagner, Berlioz, 
Qoes.—I sometimes find accents called for on other In explaining the difference between the two schools Liszt, and Raff; and, so ranch iB it a characteristic of 
mats than those usually accented, as on the secon eat ^ p]afae8t COurBe will be to take up some of their more the period that second- and third-rate composers now-a- 
he regular accents be given also ? . e. s. striking qualities, and go from that to the idea|8 and days produce tone^ effects ot which Beethoven never 
, .. , . . . . principles of the romantic. draamed. Many splendid passages in the later works A ns.—When the bass or accompaniment is in regu- v j . , ^ a a k A- . . . 
. . , i V , Let us see first what is the difference between two are gorgeoufs sound and nothing more. A striking 
ar form it is accented regularly even if the right hand . . ^ . . . . . w t. -n 1 J• r a • .v, i?. ., ' , ... '. 
, , . ._extreme examples ot the two styles, for instance, a Bach illustration is found in the orchestral passage that opens 
>art has a syncopation, and when there is an accent on , T * , , , r _ , ., ,, f . S’ • ; 6 ... 
. , . r nr-* - . ,_. • fugue and a Liszt rhapsody. Wagner s “Rhinegold,”As given by the orchestra it he second count of a waltz, for instance, the first beat is ® . . . . . , . . . • . , „ , .. , - 
... . j a xr i n • u lhe fugue is constructed on a strict plan and is is impressive beyond all description—arranged for the 
usually still more accented. See Valse Caprice, by . ,,b A , .... — . ..... * r 
r r -,ont n w t essentially a development and combination of two piano it ib ml. Rubinstein, in The Exude for June, 1891. C. W. L. 3 v . .. . . . . . uv -j 
. themes. I hese are contrasted and interwoven in Buch All pianists know how this tendency has been earned 
Ques —Would you advise one to use t e same metho wa t,hat the work seems a process of rigid logic rather out upon the piano by Liszt and others of his school, 
would with an older person? And can you tell me of any than of fancy.; emotion ib not altogether excluded, but although we find the first decided signs of it in Weber, 
vocal studies suitable for such a child ?—a subscriber, is held suspended to the end, and then takes the guise of The piano admits of but littje variation of tone quality, 
Alio. Tho voice of a child needs to be treated with an intellectual satisfaction. The fugue impresses us by but the romantic writers compensate for this defect by 
uncommon caution and care. The child should not sing completeness of form and clearness and solidity as a distributing the tones in such a way as to produce the 
loud, not high, not low, and should not sing too long at a whole, rather than by any striking beauty of detail. greatest possible fullness and richness of sound. The 
lime. The easier 6tudes of Concone’s “Fifty Lessons” or But how different the style of the rhapsody! Its practice of transcribing vocal and orchestral works for 
MaTchesi’s “Easy Studies” furnish as good material, particular form does not seem essential to it, but as the piano belongs to the romantic period. The piano 
perhaps, as can be found, bat the child should never sing a though it might be lengthened or shortened or its sec- is made to vie with the orchestra in volume, and its 
note that causes exertion. Care should be taken to use tions shifted without essentially altering itB effect, efficiency is forced to the utmost limi! for the sake of 
a soft or medium voice on the lower part of the Btaff, Much of it seems like an irregular improvisation: the magnifying its means of fascination and astonishment, 
and not to carry the chest tones above the first space changes of mood are abrupt and startling. All is intense, Besides all , this, the old methods of touch have been 
below the treble staff, wiiieh is D. With children there emotional, even sensational. The composer’s general almost revolutionized. The possible movements of arm, 
is great danger that they will force the chest up into the effort is to fascinate by splendor of color and brilliancy wrist, and finger have been analyzed to an extraordinary 
notes belonging tg the medium register. This soon mins of embellishment. The impression we receive is not degree of scientific refinement. A touch which a few 
, . . 7 L of a systematic working-out of one or two ground years ago satisfied all requirements is now called cold 
Ques —-1 What vocal studies would you recommend Noughts, but a series of half-independent sections and and monotonous; and the would-be virtuoso, after 
for a pn’pil who has finished “ Bassini’s Education of the striking passages. ■ developing strength, flexibility, and certainty to the 
Voice”? These cases, as I said, are extremes; the styleB of the utmoBtjmustinadditionstudyeverynicetyoftone- 
2. ,In a piece that I am playing there is a bracket run- two schools usually approach each other nearer than shading and tone-quality in order to give his perfor- 
ninglrom one staJF to riie next,.enclosing the notes of ty8 But we may say, in general, that in a classic work, mance that sensuous charm which the present age 
an extended chord. What does it mean ?—a reader. , , ; i , . , , I , , > “ ■ 
however brilliant and varied it may be, the central demands. 
next grade as to difficulty is beBt met by prjncjp]e jB regularity of form according to established These romantic elements of tone color and elaborate 
Bordogni, 2252 a and 2253 a, etCrs E ition. laws; while in a romantic work, however perfect the rhythm and harmony have been reinforced by the intro- 
2.^ he bracket that yon speat-of s ows t at the notes form may be, that form seems incidental rather than duction into recent music of new national qualities, 
oft e sta are to be p ayed with the same hand, or, m paramount( and the main impression depends rather Up to this century the world’s cultured music was 
ot er wor s, t e compete c or is written on both Up0n the beauty of the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic almost entirely Italian, German, and French. But now 
staves an t e same an p ayb it comp ete. details. We see this distinction if we compare Weber’s eastern and northern nations, which had for ages 
Ques.— * * * In the fifth study of “Melody Play- concertos and BonataB with Beethoven’s. Chopin’s possessed a teeming body of native songs and dances, 
fbr'the^el^enfh bar says,°“ipiay\he^gracet^iH)te,<onnthe works are faal,leBB in form> but their peculiar charm have produced composers who combine original genius 
beat;”- Does this mean also to give .it half the time of does not come from their roundness of form, but from with scientific knowledge, and music has been enriched 
the next note? I have always taught that the principal their sensuoue and emotional qualities. and vitalized thereby. Chopin led the way with his 
note was Btruck on the beat. e. e. m. von g. Comparing the two classes more closely, we find in the Slavic commingling of melancholy and impetuosity, 
Ans.—No. You confuse the acciacatura and the modern- a greater variety and complexity in harmony and he has been followed by the Russian Tschaikowsky, 
appoggiatura. The latter takeB half the length of the and rhythm than in the classic. Everyone knows how the Bohemian Dvorak, the Dane Gade, the Norwegian 
principal note. In the case you mention the grace note much easier it is to read at first sight a composition by Grieg, and many more, whq have brought in the raoy 
has a stroke through it, which is never the case with the Mozart than one by Schumann. But this increase of flavor of fresh soils and have added the enlarging force 
appoggiatura. Look at any standard work and see what complexity was inevitable, even without the introduction of novel melody and rhythm. With this extension of 
it says about the matter.*^ It would take a whole page of of any new principle. All growth is from the simple to the musical horizon the imagination has been quickened, 
Tde Etude to do the subject scant justice. In regard the complex, and no further explanation is needed, and the picturesque features of national life, legends, and 
to playing the single grace note, mordente, and other em- But there is one prominent trait in the romantic music history add deiiqiteness as well as intensity to musical 
bellishments on the beat or before the beat, authorities which is essentially new. This is the effort to produce expression. This effort to take hold of a new and 
differ. If you have always taught that grace notes, mor- beautiful tone effect, or, as we.say, “ tone.color,” as an broader life, to make music more realistic, more 
dentes, etc., are played before the.beat, continue to do end and object in itself. personal, more capable of expressing and intensifying 
so until you have good reason to change. You will The classic masters did not give much thought to ideas with which the other arts are also concerned— 
have plenty of good company. The difference between mere tone quality, except as a secondary matter, this is really the motive that lies back of all the bold 
authorities is amusingly illustrated in the &llegretto from Melody and structure were uppermost in their minds ; modern experiments in form, harmony, rhythm aiid tope 
Beethpven’s “ Seventh-Symphony.” .The two charac- they, drew, we might say, in black and White, or in' low color, and which gives the romantic Bchool of music its 
teristic grace notes are played hy the Boston Symphony tints ; they cared nothing for glowing color for its own great significance in history. Thus we find that the 
Orchestra 6.rjfore the beat, while the New York Symphony sake. They appealed to the musical intelligence, not to attempt to unite music with poetic ideas is the clue to 
Orchestra plays the same notes with the beat. Each to .the sensuous pleasure of the ear. They certainly avoided 19th century musical progress, and we will next con- 
. his own taste. H. C. M. harshness, hut that majesty and voluptuousness of sound sider how this effort has grown and what result it has 
_ , 1 * ; T'- which often amazes us in the works of. Wagner and produced. 
Whoever has the earnest will, who does not deny the w’„ -—- 
spirit, but prefers to developthe human, thinking, primi- , _ , . . . . ** . 1 Common sense is something that a good many people 
tive mental activity,within him—to him the guiding hand reason .much ot their muBic ip as impresflivp in arrange-. need more of a great deal worse than they nbtui more 
will.and can be held out wherever he needs it. ment for the piano as in its ^original form. . The expires- money. 
Questions anfl ^nswei[s 
THE SECRET OP RAPID PROGRESS. 
w. . 
It in one of the temporary disadvantages of our sub- 
jerviency to Europe in everything musical, that original 
American ideas have to wait a very long time before 
they gain proper recognition here. A large majority of 
our leading musicians are Germans, and the new impor¬ 
tations go on so rapidly that it will be 'early a genera¬ 
tion yet before we will pass the point where this subser¬ 
viency to everything German will cease to exercise a 
hampering influence upon oar progress; ' For while the 
high class German musicians have, been of the greatest 
possible service in giving our nobler musical activities a 
atari, and have brought theih'in many respects to a quite 
creditable point of perfection, when it comes to technical 
instruction in the art of playing their influence has not 
been so good. Contrary to the general impression 
among amateurs and the uninformed musical public, 
the management and administration of the celebrated 
foreign conservatories is not in advance of good Ameri¬ 
can teaching; while in many respects It is far Inferior. 
The great conservatories are in ruts—the same rats 
where they have been for a generation. The higher art 
of pia layin irm i ;• leve •- 3t red in 
■the conservatories as such, but only by gifted private 
teachers. In this connection I need only remind the 
reader that the good pianists now before the public were 
formed mostly by the late Dr. Kullak, of Berlin, and 
Bras sin, of Brussels. So distinctly .is German piano 
teaching behind American that one of the most gifted 
and thorough of the yonng German-American teachers 
(Mr. Julias Klauser, of Milwaukee) told the Germans 
themselves this summer that it would not be twelve years 
before the Germans would be coming to America to stndy 
music; If a pure American, without Klauser's heredity 
of German music behind him, had made such a remark 
it would have gtine as another example of the melliflu¬ 
ous accents of the “bird of freedom; ” but when a 
musician of Mr. Klauser’s standing and German educa¬ 
tion makes such a statement, it m&ans something. 
Meanwhile, in respect to the technical art of rapid {jrogress in piano playing, fo which topic and those re¬ 
sted to it, I propose mainly'to limit my contributions. 
We have icu s mr ly kmer ;an whicl a - hr in ad 
vance of everything to be found upon the other side of the 
water, and which are beginning to make considerable 
headway over there. I refer to certain principles com¬ 
bined by the great American1 pianist and teacher, Dr. 
William Mason. These principles ,1 propose to set forth 
herein for the benefit of young teachers who, as is the 
usual way, begin teaching with no other guide than a 
somewhat vague remembrance of the manner in which 
. their o^n early studies wereconducted. 
Mason’s system of pianoforte technics conists of two 
radical elements: (1) A combination of certain types of 
exercise; and (2) An extraordinary range of touch and 
speed in the daily practice,'in otHer words & Method of 
.practice. 
In the matter of exercise forms-he builds upon Four 
types of exercise which he means to have combined in 
the practice of every day, from the beginning until the 
end of the practice. These radical forms are: 1. “ Two- 
Anger exercise,” which comes in three radical types of 
touch: (a) the clinging pressure (founding the legato 
and singing melody playing); (6) the “elastic touch,” 
• combining a Btrong hand touch with an equally broad 
fin et sta( ato (this is h most pc erful instri >< it foi 
strengthening fingers that I have ever used) ; and (c) the 
light and fast form, in which there is the least possible 
hand touch, with a perfectly flaccid1 wrist, combined 
" with a touch of the finger as light as" possible. The lat- 
iter two exercises mutually;complement each other, the 
light and faBt form remedying the stiffness which might 
follow the elastic touch if it were not properly succeeded 
by something radically different. This combination of 
■exercises has the/merit of-laying a complete foundation 
f i phrasing and for i i ghft y rist, • ■ da fore eta re play- 
ii ic- It ives 5 wei • ngiiig tone, br adth and at the 
; same time a most grateful delicacy, and musical quality 
of tone. In my judgment' this is the most important 
"addition to the apparatus of the piano teacher which has 
* been made in fifty years by any master. I say this after 
experimenting with it for twenty years, and trying it in 
every possible way npon all grades ;bf pupils, from 
b ginnera to co icCrt playeja. 
Having prepared the touch by means of this exercise, 
Dr. Mason expects the practice to go on with arpeggios 
an d scales, both of which/Up treats in a manner highly 
original. His system of metrical treatment, or accentu¬ 
ation as it was fdrmerly" called, lias attracted general 
attention in Europe, anil some of the more prominent 
teachers there, such as Raif, of Berlin, for.. instance, 
make quite extensive use of its principles. To describe 
his rhythmic treatment of 'exerciaes^here would take bib 
too far, _ His idea is that all 8esl.es and arpeggios should 
be practiced indifferent kinds of measure—whioh must 
be invariably played as measure; that is, the accent 
must be delivered with such-force that the hearer feds the 
measure. The form iB played over and over until the ac- 
cent falls again upon the tone where it begun. One end 
accomplished fay this use of accents la that the scale or 
arpeggio is played a larger number of times than would 
otherwise be the case, and with more mental absorption 
on the part of the player. Mason desires the longer 
accent forms to be preferred for daily practice, such as 
accents of sixes (counting two and playing triplets), 
ninhs, twelves, sixteens, and the ‘like. ' But In teaching 
yOung pnpils before the feeling for composite musical 
unities has been formed, it is very advantageous to 
carry the pnpil through his scales according to the rhyth¬ 
mic tables in the Technics. Perhaps I do not make this 
clear. Suppose we take a scale of two octaves, count¬ 
ing three ahd playing two toneB to each connt, let us 
begin. This will be in measure of three-fourths, in 
eighths. Let us accent strongly upon the tone which 
falls' at the count “one.” . Let the tempo be moderate, 
say 100 for quarters. The accent will • not fall again 
upon the bottom tone until after three entire repetitions 
of the two octaves. The accent mast be about four 
im ifa avi r th a -I nnaccenti * „ tes, but v th mr< 
finger touch. Here we have strong tones in connection 
with weak ones, and each finger in turn is called upon 
for an accent. In like manner carry the Same scale 
through all the other forms of measure. In orderjto try 
this you do not have to have a book. 
The most curions part of Dr. Mason’s system^ how¬ 
ever; is his method of varying the speed ana the quality 
of touch, in order to render the fingers strdng aha ver¬ 
satile. For example, almost immediately upon first 
beginning his arpeggios he requires the four octave 
figure to be played in the manner following; the left 
hand playing the ascending passages, the right hand the 
descending, each answering the other, alternately. He 
begins in quarters, slow, about the rate of seventy-six, 
with a heavy, clinging touch. The second time the do¬ 
cents are made strong, bat the tones between the 
accents ar6 played less heavily. Then twice up and 
down in eighths, accenting at “ one ; twice in six¬ 
teenths, four tones to a beat, accenting at “ one; ” 
twice or four times in thirty seconds, accenting at “ one,” 
the measure and movement being unbroken from the 
beginning to the end. This brings the pupil immediately 
to velocity,, and at the same time affords an altogether 
unusual amount of comparatively Blow practice. The 
am jxerciae aga n, he c eels to e pra ad wi 
extreme finger staccato, which will naturally be some¬ 
what less in the more rapid forms. The effect in chang¬ 
ing Che tonch in this way is to render the ear more con¬ 
scious of inequality, and it also sharpens up the tonch, 
imparting to the tone a more vital quality, even when the 
pare legato is resumed. There are other methods of 
playing the' same exercises, especially playing them 
more softly, the very fast forms being as light aB possi¬ 
ble. The influence of this varied method of practicing 
a passage is much greater than one would imagine who 
has not tried it. I have been very much surprised at its 
influence on the playing of certain advanced and talented 
pupils. Their finger running work soon became brighter 
andjmore telling than I had ever been able to get it 
before.—Musical Record. 
[Notwithstanding that many of our readers are familiar 
with Mason’s Technics, this article makes Bom’e points 
so clear that we give it a place in our colutnns, feeling 
certain thdlf it will be read with interest, particularly at 
this time, in view of the two new volumes of Technic 
by Dr. Mason, just issued by the publisher of this jour¬ 
nal.—Ed.] 
F0U1-HA1DS PLATING. ' . 
JQUIS TEE FOB 0I0E TEAOH JR8. 
iBT DAHIER BAOHELLOR. 
BY CHARLES H. JARVIS. 
I have found in my experience four-hand playing pro¬ 
ductive of excellent results. It teaches the pnpil self- 
reliance, and at the same time develops a feeling-for 
rhythm and harmony. The enjoyment of an orchestral 
p« rfo mat e of fa tandai ’ symph ii< and . rerfcai 
is greatly;enhanced by playing four-hand, piano ar¬ 
rangements of them beforehand, also, the sight-treading 
faculty i strengtl ind raf avet s nw ber as 
a boy, while taking lessons of my father, playing every 
day some new music at Bight, until I becafhe quite profi¬ 
cient in the art, and can mention one br two of my 
younger professional brethren with whom I have played 
four-hands weekly for years, and whose sight-faeading 
has developed 1b a corresponding degree. I think Bight¬ 
reading is very largely ah acquired accomplishment, 
although, o tent, a natural gift ’• 
We music teachers need a broader jculture. ; There is 
a general impression among educated people that mpsi- 
ciaus, outside of their own little world, ar-e persons of 
limited attainments and narrow, sympathies. Although 
this is far from being universally true, there is some 
foundation for the idea. The study of. music is so fasci¬ 
nating, and our faculties in this direction become so 
sensitive, that there is danger of our neglecting th© 
education of other faculties- There is no necessity,for 
this musical fanaticism. Properly studied, music is no* 
Only the most refining, but also the most broadening of 
influences. To nnderstandjmusic in the time sense, we 
mast become acquainted with those great , laws which 
underly this and all other arts and sciences. 
The intelligent voice trainer needs■:?— 
1. Insight into the Physiology of the Vocal Organs.— 
This mepus more than a memorizing of the different 
bones, cartilages, and muscles. We must understand 
something of the living .sympathies of these parts, and 
see how they act and jeaet upon one another. We soon 
find that there is an intimate relation between the voice 
and the general health. The fuller breathing means a 
more complete vitalization of the blood, and consequent 
toning up,of the body. We find, too, that pare tone* 
vibrations have a marked effect, upon the lungs, dia¬ 
phragm, stomach, and the general nervous system. 
Another thing we learn is that pure, soft tones exert a 
beneficial action upon irritated and relaxed throats. 
2. Knowledge, of the Lams of Acoustics.—-This will 
suggest the best methods of voice production, and will 
throw a flood of light upon Bach subjects as resonance 
and tone color.—In these things the teacher needs a 
scientific imagination. This is a different thing from the 
absurd fancies in which the ill-informed mind is apt to 
indulge. With a clear understanding of the scientific 
aspect of the case, we should give scope to the imagina 
tion, in order to kindle a responsive imagination in the 
pnpil. 
3. Acquaintance with the Leading Principles of Elo¬ 
cution and Oratory.—This will be found particularly 
useful in enunciation and phrasing. Bat it has other 
nses also. The more we understand singing and speaks 
ing, the clearer shall we Bee that they are closely allied. 
As we rise higher in the study of each, we trace a 
continual approximation between speech and song. To 
reach the highest point of vocal art the singer needs to 
speak better, and the speaker to sing better- 
4. .Keen Observation and. Sympathy.—The teacher 
needs a well-trained ear and eye, and above all, the 
faculty of feeding with the pupil. No two cases will be 
found just alike.- Eaph demands separate and original 
treatment. Remember, also, that we have not to impose 
upon them oar habits and mannerisms, but to open np 
the channels through which their own individuality 
shall express itself. ! 
Of the true roice teacher it may be said most emphat¬ 
ically that “the laborer is worthy of his hire." Few 
things are bo difficult to understand, or require such 
delicate treatment, as the human voice. On , the other 
hand, it is a mpst interesting study, ever revealing to 
the earnest student new beauties and higher possibilities. 
Not only is the voice the, most wonderfnl of musical 
instruments, but, as the chief organ through whiph the 
soul expresses its inmost feelings, it affords some 
measure of real insight info the fathomless mysfory of 
human life. 
To comprehend art as not a convenient means for ego- 
tis jal advantag* > lnfruitfai cpl< mty, bnt a a sym¬ 
pathetic power which unites and binds qaen tpgether; to 
educate one’s own life to that lofty dignity which floats 
before talent as aa ideal; to open the understanding of 
artists to what they should and cm® do; to rule public 
opinion % the- noble ascendancy of a higher and thought¬ 
ful Uf e irish in the mind ue,n 
ct .enthusiasm for the beautiful which is . ly allied 
to tffo good, that is the task which the artist has’ to set 
before him.— i tel. 
Why does Germany produce so many ‘musicians? 
Mhx Maretzek answers this question : Because Germans 
are punctured on music; from their infancy they hear it-—- 
not street bands and organ?, as our children dp, bht moslc 
of1 ighest < der, rendered ‘artistieidlj Almost 
every wri has its own >era,' which means at leafct one 
orchestra. The expenses ate small, and all earn epjoy it. 
If • » building gorgeouH mnsip jhalle andtempfoa . 
f son , onr .millionaires would provide ne good music 
free for the working classes, they Would rear for theitt- 
. " 1 . ato,v Ichwoulda Wfetor#- 
generations bless them. ..... ■« 
BY FREDERICK H. LEWIS. 
THE VALUE OF AHALYSIS FOE PUPILS. such addition to tho work of toaching pianoforte na Heretical aa auclb a statement may oound, I believe 
--- commonly pursued will, of course, require a high stand- three-quarters of the piano students should stop taking 
by ruE Bio h dewih. ard on the part of tho teacher, and will prevent; many lessons. Every teacher has five mediocre pupils to one 
- amateur teachers from adopting an analytical annex to talented. Often it is the fault of the parents that the 
Having used the little books entitled “The Musi- their work. To such teaqhers I would say, by all means lessons are taken, 
cian,” by Ridley Prentice, for a number of years, in fit yourselves for such work'by acquiring Buch know- They will go on taking lessons,, and teachers must 
connection with my pianoforte teaching, I can say the ledge as will give you that preparation necessary to fit go on teaching. It is the spirit of the age to do just as 
results are such as to convince me that It has been of you for better work in your teaching. In my opinion much as we can in just as short a time aB we can. The 
great value to both teacher and pupil. There are six no one is qualified to teach pianoforte unless able to only remedy for the congested condition is in placing 
books in the set, each representing a grade of difficulty, give an intelligible analysis of each and every work music on a common-sense-basis. It should be consid- 
from the easy pieces in the “Schumann Album,” Op. taught. There is abundant field for work in this three- ered as practical and important as languages or mathe- 
68 to larger works of the great masters. The complete set, tion. For the last few years I have made a specialty of matica—music, not piano flaying. When the piano is 
as published by the editor of The Etude, together with the this, combining analysis with m'y pianoforte teaching, to be studied, that should be considered as a third Btudy, 
accompanying pieces, also issued from the same source, It has paid. I feel the stronger for it. My pupils repp un- and but two others undertaken. It will take time to 
afford excellent opportunity for wide-awake teachers to told benefits, and enjoy their work much more. Hoping bring about this state of affairs in our public schools. 
advance the progress of their art. my success in this matter will lead others to a like con- Much was gained when vocal music was made a part of 
Schumann’s statement, “ Only when the form grows sideration, I leave the subject abruptly, and fear not for the public-school syBtem. We are a young nation, but 
clear to you will the spirit become so too,” gives us the the results if this article is considered favorably, 
keynote from which we tune our thoughts in this direc- . - -- ™ 
I believe the time is, not far distant when our students 
will be taught in the public school to understand and 
tion. How shall we make the form grow clear? As the OME OF A MUSIO TEACHER'S PERPLEXITIES, appreciate good music as well as good literature. 
plant grows from the seed, m should our development, 
in any direction, grow. Let ns start with the note as the 
germ. Notes in themselves, disconnected notes, give 
- In closing, I can do no better than to suggest this 
by spbah Andrews RioE. thought, which emanated from the brain of that wonder- 
As we advance in civilization education becomes fnl man, Eben Touijhe: ■* 
us no sense of definite thought. Combine two or more- more and more complex.. Our young people are over- not the time near at hand when opportunity for 
notes intelligently, and a motive is discernible. Com- worked. Besides regular school duties, tl^ere is the study of instrumental music as an elective must be 
bine motives, phrases result; from phrases, sections are dancing class, the cooking class, the Delsarte class, secured to pupils, fora nominal fee, in connection.with 
formed, and connected sections create the sentence, which must not be neglected; Our young people go to all our higher-grade public schools ? , Such a provision 
When the complete sentence is established, behold the parties, concerts, and plays—they are prominent‘in'the wdl foster splendid capabilities in many instances now 
manifold groupings possible—groupings without end. societies of Christian Endeavor and the various depart- neglected, and save vast sums of money now necessarily 
To understand the infinite variety of the musical sen- ments of church work. Then, in addition to all this, expended in seeking to awaken instincts once alert, and 
tence, more than ordinary attention should be given to the American girl muBt learn to Y>lay the piano. to secure a flexibility once possessed. It would also 
the subject of"analysis. The same application as that ; How to deal with this class of pupils so that they contribute that musical element to home life which has 
applied by the school children in their endeavor to find may acquire some facility in playing and some know- *®®de the German fireside famous, and which, if devel- 
ont the mysteries of the alphabet, the combining of ledge of music is the teacher’s problem. -This is the oped here as there, would .prove a most beneficent foil to 
letters into words, words into sentences, sentences into case as it stands. The school girl has her regular studies those seductions of the street and the saloon which now 
paragraphs, etc., the study of which unlocks to the to be prepared and her extra classes to attend. One le^d 80 many of our boys away from home and happi- 
mind the wealth of literature afforded by our great hour of practice is all she can give. What shall, the ness.” . ' __ ■ • ? _ 
masters of book-learniiig^shonld be pursued in ascer- teacher do ? 
- taining the-meaning of the many beautiful masterpieces: Allow me to suggest that the entire energy of the HEW PUBLIOATIOHS. 
of onr great tone poets. In this short article it is not teacher be exerted in making every moment of that hour kLAVIERSCHULE By Emil Breslatjr 
intended to advance original ideas, but rather to em- count. Use the system of technic that will do the most 
phasize the advantage to teacher and pupil which will good. Mason’s Technics are highly recommended as 
result from a systematic and thorough study in this direc- accomplishing more in a giyen time and being interest- 
Comparing the instructioii' books of a Turk, Hummel, 
or Czerny with a modern onej such as that of H, Rie- 
mann, fop instance, what a vast difference, what a great 
progress, meets the eye on'every page 1 The scientific lo°* c u Pfactice. When possible, use the Technicon pr0 e8B( eet8 the eye on every page 1 The scientific ■ LeUhe very first pieces be analyzed. Go right into and Practice Clavier. They were invented f9r the pur- diatribution of the material, various additions like the 
the details at the outset. Have a definite plan and pur- pose of simplifying technical work. Time and money Bemi.8tact!ato the phrasing, etc., the introduction of t . .  s  
sue it without material deviation. Explain, in this order, may be saved by their use. . . 
the motive, phrase, section, sentence, subject, theme, “One of the greatest difficulties the music teacher pfeces \ 
part, division, form us^d, repetition, inversion, sequence, has to contend with is the thoughtlessness with which QenPiry 
analysis, the different selection of exercises, stadias and 
pieces—all that bears the stamp of the Nineteenth 
imitation, diminution, augmentation, and other features the art is commonly studied. Young people have an idea Yet in Dne respect even the best works of modeyn 
met with. Choose for first pieces to analyze the easiest that music is to be produced solely by mechanism* and author8>needed improving; the first tunes for beginners 
ones obtainable for elementary pupils. Those contain- to get them to use their brains is a matter requiring w necessarily indifferent, monotonous, unattractive ; . ere i 
ing two parts, or sentences, as Schumann’s Op. 68, No‘. 1 mucheffort.” A noted teacher gives this as his opinion, ^ were rather d 
(Melody). Select several of this character until the pupil and every teacher will say the same. Much of this y0ang pupil the t 
can readily analyze at i sight. Then select Bhort pieces, trouble maybe imputed to lack of variety in the prac- Gf eight Years bid 
they were rather discouraging than encouraging for the 
young pupil, the tender child of six, seven, or the most 
consisting of three sentences, or parts, such as Schu- lice. Remember, the girl is tired, mentally and physi- Thia obBtacle has now been removed by a happy idpa 
mann’s Op. 98, No. 3 (“Humming Song”). Compare cally, when sh, begms her practice-hour, and must be wbicb a German prore88or, Emil Breslaur, director of 
the former selections with those of the latter, explaining interested in what she is doing. It is a good plan to the mn8ical con8ervatory of Berlin, incorporated success- 
thoroughly the differences, giving particular attention to make ont a schedule of work for the pupil—so many ful,y >n hig iately published “ Klavierschule,” Op. 41 
the modulation in the Second, or middle part. minutes for technic, so many for scales and arpeggios, (C GrUn;ngerj Stuttgart), in three volumes! We re- 
Show the pupil by numerous examples, particularly so many for the other work, he it piece or study. Inter- gret to haye reCeived butthe second volume; hence 
of the dance forms, how much the song form is used in est the pupil in using spare minutes for practice; for in- * nimWn ;11(1 - fair.„ ;tR ;n ftn : 
(C. GrUninger, Stuttgart), in three volumes. We re¬ 
gret to have received but,the second volume; hence 
,we are unable to judge fajrjy its merits in all respects ; 
musical composition. After the above examples are stance, ten minutes before breakfast on a hard passage but the main int in qne8tion is that happy idea to give 
quite well understood, then lead the pupil progressively helps it to be learned sooner. Insist on slow practice. . tbe-fir8t~t1J1[ieB in-form of songs just fitted for^childreh 
through a comprehensive course of rbndblettos, rondos, Don’t waste time on old-fashioned 6tudes. Introduce tQ 8jn and t0 p]ay Where ia lbe obild that is not fond 
sonatinas, sonatas, fughettas, fngues, etc., without cessa- your pupils to the masters. I believe most earnestly ofahlging? And where ia ,the , child that would not be 
tion, while under your instruction. Be sure, in using that they constitute the bone and sinew of a musical delj bted to Bing pretty words to the little tnnea it 
new music, or any music with which yon are not familiar, education, and yon can smuggle in sonatas, form, and a learned to play ? Ia not tbat pleaaure a full recompense 
that it is thoroughly looked over before appearing before great deal of theory. More musician-like playing will be for th<J trouble to gQ tbrougb the drudgery of dry finger 
the pupil. It is a good plan, undoubtedly, to encourage produced in this way. A lady who possesses little technical exerciBe8 and 8caleB ? Not, songs without words, but 
the pupil to form opinions and give decisions from a skill, but thorough knowledge of music, once played a with worda and 8Ucb charming words, such as 
81Yln8 l accepmoie reason inereior. m many maue inai sonnu as u u meant someming. «o raawor expected, that American authors will soon imit 
cases authorities differYis to minor piointB; in such cases how little time we have,,let ub teach the hoys and girls to exampie gjTen by Prof Brjeslanr •' Why shou 
the ■tmeher should be liberal to a degree consistent play a$ if it meant something.” not similar charming songs be traced- in Americ 
with respect to the varied opinions^of good authorities, Regarding frequency of lessons for this overworked literature? Too much cannot be done to render t 
venturing, as a general thing, to express a preference, or class of pupils, my opinion is that one hour once a ®r8fc instruction pleasant ; for how very many pnp 
, r ... . ... , . j .• e l , r , i,renounce piano-instruction merely because mnsio is 
draw from thejmpil an expression of opinion week is productive of most good. I should have a pote- them ,R taa^inBtead of a pleasure, and becanst 
Such, .then, is a brief outline of as good a plan as can-| book used at rite lesson for jotting down criticism, bits so few teachers who understand how ; to awaken t 
be adopted for a start in this direction. Undoubtedly, I of infbrmation, and whatever is to be remembered. necessary interest in the child? 
Wm Wm 
.‘........! 
SOME USEFUL PIECES. not be amiss to say, in conclusion, that all are very 
--— attractive and pretty, and cannot fail to please, interest, 
by F. r. webb. and instruct the pupil. They have been mentioned as 
. . —— . .... ... ... ■. : " ■nearly as possible in their order of difficulty, and most 
The progressive teacher, alive to the importance of of them will require a fairly advanced technique to do 
keeping up the interest of his pupils in their work, and them justice. To teachers in search of pieces for pupils’ 
who1 has the tact to" make a compromise between his recitals or concerts, all, or nearly all, will be found 
own ideas as to1 the eternal fitness o| exercises, scales, peculiarly appropriate and effective, 
arpeggios, and 4tudes and their constant and at times 
unreasonable desire and demand for “pieces,” might 
easily adapt to his needs numerous pieces possessing 
valuable technical points, thus giving his pupils their 
scales and arpeggios in a sugar-coated form, so to speak. 
A brief mention of a few pieces presenting such 
technical features might not be amiss, particularly to 
the large claps of younger teachers who look to The 
Etude for practical hints to help them along in their 
work. ■ .' . , : ■ ■ ; y . . : /. . 
First may be mentioned the somewhat trite but ever 
useful and instructive sonatinas of Clementi, Kuhlau, 
et al., abounding, as they do, in scale passages and 
interesting figures in fingering. “By the Brookside,” 
Tours, is a pretty little piece of about the same grade as 
the more difficult of these sonatinas, which will afford 
some very valuable arpeggio practice presented in a 
very pleasing manner. 
“Anita Gavotte,” Shepperd, presents some very excel¬ 
lent practice in thirds as well as in phrasing. ‘ ‘ Morceau, ’ ’ 
Op. 22. No. 1, Wollenhaupt, is a bright and useful little 
study in fingering in the sequence style. Although not 
HELI i AID HINTS 
Even bad pianists can play rapidly.—Kohler. 
The grand schoolmaster is practice.—Carlyle. 
There is but one ,right way of doing anything required 
of an artist.—Weber. ' 
Bad habits are masters; the slave has only one, but 
how many have we ? 
Evil habits will grow of themselves, but good habits 
need effort and courage. 
“To unfold, illumine, and impress is the essential 
part of the teacher’s calling.” 
Amusement seekers are always poor students. The 
student who shirks duty is not happy.—Merz. 
The eye and the mind have more to do than the ear, 
_ . . ' 
though the last is necessary.—Wm. C. Wright. 
“ If you cannot make me forget by your song that you 
are singing there yet remains something to be done.” 
If it is not in your power to make yourself what you 
would be, how can you expeet to have the moulding of 
others? 
No man can ever become eminent in anything unless 
he works at it with an earnestness bordering on enthu¬ 
siasm.— Robert Hall. 
Look at what you do as well as what is to be done. 
You may have the right finger but the wrong key, or the 
right key and the wrong finger.—Wm. C. Wright. 
When technic, already faultless, is qualified by refine¬ 
ment and poetry in touch and taste, it ceases to be 
simply mechanical and becomes artistic.'—Christiani. 
A young man, using large endowments wisely and. 
fortunately, may put himself on the level with the highest 
in the land in ten brilliant years of spirited, unflagging 
labor.—Dr. Holmes. 
Players who are thorough in the study and practice of 
rhythmical features of their pieces are much surer per¬ 
formers before the public than such as are superficial in 
the matter.—Wm. C. Wright. 
The moment a teacher loses his self-control in the 
presence of a pnpil, that moment he loses the respect of 
that pnpil; and when that is gone, all influence he may 
have had over him is also gone.—A. P. Wyman. 
Though taste and fancy may take great liberties for 
the purposes of effect, capricious, fitful slackening and 
hurrying of the movement is not pleasant, and is no 
mark of skill or special culture.—Wm. C. Wright. 
But the moat important thing to be observed in a 
slurred phrase—more important even than the accent 
denoting its beginning—is the shortening of the final 
note, in order to denote the termination of the phrase.— 
Christiani. 
! It is one thing to be a good student, it is quite another 
thing to be a good teacher. It requires one kind of 
talent to acquire knowledge, but quite a different talent 
| to impart it. If you would be a good teacher it is neces¬ 
sary to learn how to teach.—Musical Messenger. 
To know how to suggest is the great art of teaching. 
To attain it we must be able to guess what will interest; 
we must learn to read the childish bouI as we might a 
piece of music. Then, by simply changing the key, we 
keep up the attraction and vary the song.—Amid. 
If you adopt an art to be yonr trade, weed your mind 
at the outset of all desire for money. What you may 
decently expect, if you have some talent and much 
industry, is such an income as a clerk will earn with a 
tenth, or perhaps a twentienth, of your nervous outpnt. 
Nor have you the right to look for. more ; in the wages 
of life, not in the wages of trade, lies your re 1 - 
work is here the wages.—Robert L. Stevenson. 
Always devote a few minuteB every day to the practice 
of old pieces. New music is of little practical benefit, 
if in learning it the old is forgotten. ,If a piece that it 
took four weeks to learn is forgotten, that four weeks is 
entirely lost Be careful, therefore, to retain all yonr 
old pieces!' Keep them as a kind of absolute property. 
Neither lend them nor give them away.—A. P. Wyman. 
PEI AND PENCIL SKETCH OF BEETHOVEN, 
WHAT IS MUSICAL LIFE ? 
BY Ti!, Ij. TOMLINS. 
Music is more than a, theory, and more than practice, 
in the common acceptation ot that word. It is a life to 
be lived. Not that we are to lead a life of activity in 
the sense of being alert, quick to catch a technical Joint or detect an error. The smartness which will 
o this is akin to that winch, would safely guide one 
across & crowded thoroughfare. In art life, on the 
contrary, the physical senses become almost dormant. 
The deeply inspired breath taken through the nostrils, 
as an expression of an intensity of feeling, cannot at the 
same time be utilized to judge the merits of a new per¬ 
fume ;. nor can the eyes, melting with tenderness or 
flashing the fire of heroic resolve, at the same time take 
in the deta Is of a (ostume. 
We breathe to live j we take longer breaths to increase 
our powers beyond our personal needs—-to feed our 
vital forces to a flame whose radiating influences shall 
go out to others. This, then, is the higher art life ; to 
giv life to others —to • reate. 
Can I then give of my superabundance, taking first 
for my own manhood, and distributing the rest in the 
cause of brotherhood? Taking the first pound for my¬ 
self, can 1 give the extra pound to my brother? 1 must 
give the extra pound and the first pound as well. I must 
give, serve, sacrifice. The inspired words', “ If any 
one among you would be great, let him serve,” may 
also read, “ Be great, and the spirit of service will come 
to you.” . 
This process, this menial action, is to create, not to 
produce or reproduce material things, but to give life, 
in the sense that love and good will spread abroad to 
others in the ratio of their intensity and as they are 
i ■ • ft . r< - - ■ isic is 
also to create, but this form of creation is not now 
referred to. The performer creates, first getting in 
sympathy with the spirit of the music—it is then his 
vitality which quickens that of the listener. Without it 
there is only performance—with it there is interpreta¬ 
tion. 
Fhe q ant 3 if interpr tatic a ' ecies_Handel 
singer Smith ; or Beethoven plus player Jones. Not 
plain, everyday-manhood Smith, for Handel plus such a 
singer would be but a finite quantity; but Smith raised 
o a stic power id t - - ificed, caused the.equa ^ 
to read Handel + Smith2 = Handel immeasurable, sug- 
■ • e tii g tb. in fin in . 
It is so in all art. Let six great painters paint a por- 
trait or ilai dset pe. Ea< h • dll f ithfullj it-*-" > t ic ■ 3et 
each will be different. It is the portrait or the landscape 
plus the individuality of the artist. No two alike, yet 
all faithful^all artistic. Six photographs would be 
exafct reproductions and exactly alike. But they would 
be nature copied, while art is nature idealized. In the 
same manner a dead horse stuffed would be truer to 
nature ; but the sculptured horse would be truer art. 
This vitality which radiates influence is recognized in 
different moods. 
The various physical moods are forms of vital influ¬ 
ence, but on a lower plane, just as the eyes and nostrils 
and other organs of sense serve on a physical plane, i 
There are artistic moods, too, which are not allied to I 
merely physical associations. On the contrary, the 
no xalted re i n< u » as jociatt with b< 1 
pression. To illustrate: A little girl may softly check 
my too noisy entrance into her , playroom and, with 
finger on lip and tip toe step, Bhe may bid me tread 
softly, not to disturb her doll-baby, who. is sick and 
sleeping. She is filled with the imaginary solicitude ol 
motherhood tenderness. If the little girl’s real mother 
were truly sick, all that fluent utterance, would be 
changed—stricken with real grief, hardly a word would 
articulate between her sobs. But who shall say that 
her idealized grief is but an imitation of the real, or 
that it is on a lower plane? Or who shall say that in a 
higher plane of living the moAds are not less violent 
and more contained—in short, more like the doll 
episode? 
Are we, as students, not prone to put off this idea of 
art life too long, until it is too late to put it on? We 
.work at means to.acquire facility with the idea that with 
facile technic comes forgetfulness of means, and with 
that the road is clear for interpretation. The result 
often is that the road, even if cleared, is not traveled. 
In other words, there is danger that in cultivating the 
letter alone you may starve the spirit, or may develop 
-the -letter to a degree preventing its subordination-to the 
spirit. ' 
i believe that the life should begin with the first lesson, 
that the first do re mi: of the singer, or the'first-finger 
exercise of the piano player, should come under the 
direction of the performer, if even in ever so small a 
degree, be under the performer's direction, to express, 
however crudely, his sense of welcome, congratulation, 
encouragement, sympathy, command, -entreaty. It is 
healthful life to strive to give out influence from the 
Btart. ' " 
It is so in material life. One’s breakfast eaten—the ®h® will have to depend upon her ear and intelligence in 
foot! changes, in turn, to chyle—blood—muscle ; and getting them right. Therein her ear will be sharpened, 
streneth come, 6o<l-orf.inc,l labor; a„<l ,te lit of her oltonlio„ be and B0 lh’ 
tam kt. ETKLxr ftr “‘“if0" "■d - «■« 
ll should be m m ordinary education. And the sue- *ound&tion °f luter excellence laid. 
cesses of those who, with but a little, axe disposed to ^ --- " ■ 
make the most of it in every-day living-as well as the Editor Etude:-l have found the annotated editions 
ST °Lm) fl whom the idea is never forcibly pre- of Heller’s music that have names particularly accept 
talT T w? 8ubE-fin f .ve TiT ?n8i8°’ able t0 “y PuPi,s ? «b® nan»* descriptions aid- too, m art. I have no specific for this vitality, still less in a much deeper interest than before and helping on 
any short road to musicianship.-From Music. thlir advancement in music. P g 
Of course, we all know that classical compositions are 
simply known by Italian expression marks and by num- 
T pmmppq mn TPAmTPPQ hers, few having names, while modern compositions are 
\ li-till-tixbfe J.U IxiAUJaLxillbr known by some name and title. 
_ What I wish to know is, would you advise me to in- 
\ BYw. a. b. MATHEWS. to }}ate*cl°8ely .tl>.lhe “?8ic (classical) 
and then try and write out a description of it as it appeals 
to their musical consciousness? Would you have them 
“A pupil has recently come to me for lessons who 8 time give the pieces suitable names? This is not 
h . a b d tc k : ant ha id po i ion, and is-i -?< ft g 1 en ,\ . ** *ea 0 1 ' H.-,, o c u se, 1 * t to * A en 
tary and defective in her knowledge of the rudiments of ,e\r enJ®3'men^ anc> increase their interest in their 
music, as the reBultof bad teaching. I dislike to tell her Study’ a,lt* particularly teach them to realize the mnsi- 
that she must begin over again, and fear the discourage- ca* content ot a piece. If a piece sayB anything, and 
ment that would be likely to come from this course. What aPPeajs to the Boul, they should understand and appre- 
shalildo? She is bright and likes music. She rattles off Clate !t* o. l. d. 
a lot of trashy dances and bits of pieces and songs, all , . . 
without time, simply rapid jingle, and, I fear, has but the plan you speak of is good up to a certain point, 
little of the patient student in her mental make-up. Whatever induces the pupils to think of the nature and 
H. W.” meaninsr of the music thev rilav is advantau-erms in on 
LETTEES TO TE OHEES. 
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.
. w. i g y p y tag ou , so 
m, . . . .. , , T. far as it does this without diverting their attention from The case is one that requires patient handling. It ,, . Tr , 6 , “ 
will not be necessary to tell her that everything is wrong ° er JnSs# 0U W1 n ’ °wever, t at t e most musi- 
and that she must begin at the beginning. It will ^ aot be the ones who will succeed in this sort- 
answer better if you allow her to find that out, which ? ^ ,The rea80n is that.tbe 
she will not do until some time after she has began to 
improve on the new track. Probably her most serious 
latter have more mental fantasy than they have musical. 
Anything which sets the mind in motion formulates 
U.UV/1VI A JL T UK.i. uiuuu uui u o "• a ■' % V* * T 
fault, according to your statement, fe her lack of good lt8eJf in and 8tor?f • The other sort, who have 
time. For that I should give her Mason's first rhythmic T “a8ical fantasy, and awakened to musical ideas, 
. , , > . , .f , . . . , but often without any quickening of the intellectual fac- table m the book of arpeggios, and if she insisted upon .. , . , 1 H , 
playing the first grades fast, be sure to hold her up to ultleS °D tbe S,Tde wh,T 8toneS a"d fanciful ««emblances 
that tempo in the fast grades. By the time she has car- &re crea^e ' _ wou not try to eep a pupi , therefore, 
ried these two tables through three or four changes and &Bach^nvenUou until a story bad been found for 
v *. u mi 1 , j 1 it, because the idea -Bach had was the treatment of a 
nhnnnnn At nononto oho wn I I IrnAnt n rlon I mono ’ ■, v changes of accents, she will know a great deal ore 
about time than she now appears to. 
The next important point is to make her play slowly. 
musical motive, and very little, if at all, any notion of a 
story to be illustrated by it. Schumann is apt to give 
For this purpose, some of the Heller pieces, or the little US sufe8t,ons a8 to ^ meaning by a title, and in his 
pieces in my “Introduction to Phrasing,” or, if she is far Ca6e’1 8upp08e’ mOSt of bl8 P18C88 are susceptible of in- 
enough along, still more difficult pieces that require to terPretatlon some sort of equivalent story, but there 
be played in slow tempo ; meantime, the touches of the T many P is pieces w ere t e story is much greater 
two-finger exercise, not forgetting both the arm and hand l,an aa^ ut t e eepest isteners wi ma e out. 
methods of executing that foundation of phrasing, and ^ 1 8ay> ' rather slow and when you suspect that 
, , , Tf , a . the ettort to hna a story is diverting the attention from perhaps, now and then, a scale. If she takes delight J .... U , . 
. r . . 1 . t <• -i * , the real thing, the inner musical spirit of the music itself, 
m last pieces only, you must not fail to give her some ... , , . ’ 
- . / . - . y- t is time to stop. After all, it depends very much upon part of one to practice at every lesson. Meanwhile, , , ..... r - * 
,-, ; . , , . , how you ao it. 
when she comes to play, or when you hear her read it ■ :_ 
over, her defects of understanding will plainly appear* 
one by one, and each is to be corrected as it comes to the HOME INFLUENCE UPOIT THE PUPIL’S 
surface. Thus, if ehe is to practice an hour and a half PBOGEESS. 
a day, about thirty minutes on Mason’s exercises, about . - 
twenty on a Blow piece, or lyric Heller study, and the by feahk h. tubbs. 
remainder upon a good finger piece, which may have es - 
lively a rhythm as you please. In order to bring np her Adyioe of friends is a source of value or injury to the 
definitions, perhaps you can find some kind of primer student. Advice has its influence. Every word spoken 
BY FRANK H TUBBS.
in which she can learn a half dozen definitions at every aboi,,t one belPa or injures. If placed in a circle which 
. T _ , T j . . , “ condepins every effort we make we are held back by that 
lesson. 1 confess that I do not know any primer that is very influence from doing our best. Every judicious 
fully satisfactory to me. The definitions do not define, word of praise helps us upward. A pupil who is strug- 
I have made quite a number of elementary definitions gling by himself, without a word of cheer in his own 
in my time, but the idea I once had of writing a primer, home circle, has a hard fight of ir. For that reason it is 
very necessary that pupils whose desires are similar, and 
in which every term should be defined according to the whose aims are toward the highest, should be gathered 
real nature of the .inner something intended to be Big- together. They help by their words* and often by their 
nified by it, I have not had time to carry out, and very looks, the anxious student. “ Forsake not the ussem- 
likely if I were to attempt to do so I would fare no^11"? f 7?u™elves 'together ” applies. After pupil’s 
, •. , - , , ‘ ... , , .. ®Jrecital, a judicious teacher will tell his pupils the kind 
better than those who have tried it already. things which the others have said. If unkind things 
The key to this general plan is, keep up the interest of should be said (but a teacheiAwbo is himself kind will 
the pupil while still steering her upon a new path, more n®t hear unkind things) he will keep those to himself, 
rational and'productive than the one in which she has §“idin* hi™8elfV c“Tnta,Jn the 
, T j . „ . , , future treatment or that criticised pupn.. In this con- 
been traveling. In order to do this you will have less nection a word to the members of the family of the stu- 
trouble if you take the utmost care that she always has dent. A mother, who Steps into the practice fo6m„6cca- 
at least a part of her lesson of material which she Will sionally when she hears good performing and says, 
enjoy practicing, and that in 'Consideration of her^haiing ISSIASH l >lFES» S ‘ A 
“®r own way a part ot the time, she does according to brother who banters his sister about her music when he 
your desires another part of the time. Then, if’ you really enjoys it, knows not,'oftentimes,'that his banter 
give her the new exercises orally, she will hardly realize ^lur*'8 a**d harms. To ne sure, the partiality of tho home 
how far they differ from those she has been trying/and circ3f may/°fer topen ¥-8LT inef1^ X? Tu 
j you will have the farther advantage that, inasmuch as do less harm than cold indifference and cruel 
1 she does not know anything about 'the new exercises, 'Voice Quarterly. . ■ ' '1 - 
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LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN 8, TAN OLKYE. 
To G. H.'H.—The question you ask me is somewhat 
dangerous; it is liable to affect me as the red rag does 
the ball in the Spanish arena. I have a detestation for 
the habit which you say you have been taught, which the 
English language, with all its enormous copiousness and 
vividness of phrase, is inadequate to express.' I myself 
was taught to count with" and ” between the numbers,but 
as for the “ one—a—-and—1 have always considered 
it an ear-mark and sign-manual of the ultra-rustic, gum- 
chewing music-teacher—that interesting species of the 
genus piano-teacher who goes about from house to house 
. ‘tatting” o l md to 
fill in the time while working over the pupil for aa hour 
at the munificent rate of from twenty-five to fifty cents. 
This little, meaningless grunt is like the bobtail attach¬ 
ment of an “ uh ” which the old-time ranting preachers 
placed between their words as a sort of fulcrum for the 
voice and breathing-space in which to get an idea. Your 
present teacher, by utterly condemning it, doeB right and 
justifies his national reputation. Bat I go a little farther: j 
except in extremely slow adagios and largos, where the 
divisions of time are exceedingly varied and many tones 
of different denominations occur in the slow beat, it is 
my custom to require the pupil to omit “and” abso¬ 
lutely, and even very soon to discard the counting. I am 
the next thing to a fanatic on the subject of the metro¬ 
nome, and always prefer the metronome with a bell. 
Another thing common with music-teachers, which I never 
do, is to sit and wear out my own precious throat by count¬ 
ing “one—two—three—four, one—two—three—four,” 
ad infinitum. No; I need my vocal powers for the many 
and necessary comments which the lesson requires, and 
I call upon the metronome to beat out the time. Last 
year I was engaged at an Institution where, in my office, 
■ a: a gi a 1 piano Th< mi1.--'.- who had used it pt sviou 
to me had evidently sa| at the upper end of the piano, and, 
as the pupils told me, had used a pencil, beating on the 
ivories of the keys—a fact which was verified and vividly 
betokened by their condition. In directing a chorus I 
always use a baton, and at intervals, when it is absolutely 
necessaryprap on a book or the desk, but in giving a pri¬ 
vate lesson to a piano pupil I consider all such noises as 
met Ij lsel f and so 1 '.s'- lei the >• no or sc i 
other object, that I do not use them or tolerate them. 
But now you say, “How can you learn to keep in time?” 
I answer again, “ By the use of the metronome.” The 
art of developing the sense of meter and rhythm—they 
are not quite the same thing, though they are often 
employed aa synonymous terms—the art, I say, of devel¬ 
oping time and its divisions is very important for all 
music students, and especially for those who play an in¬ 
strument so many-voiced, so Complicated,■ and ranging 
through so wide a gamut of speed, from grave to prestis¬ 
simo, from notes which take three or four seconds to 
notes that go at the rate of twelve or fourteen in one sec¬ 
ond, it is eminently necessary that a very fine, sen¬ 
sitive, and perfect realization of time-proportion be se¬ 
cured. “Yes, but,” you say, “ the metronome makes me 
nervous.” Jt is true the beating of an extra loud metro¬ 
nome in slightly disagreeable to the ear, but I think that 
the nervousness arises from two causes—cither it is likely 
to be a monitor and drill-sergeant, which shows you when 
the time is bad and whips you into the regular line of 
march, which is by no means pleasant to the whippee, 
a higl - o bod j which 
condition I advise you to cease entirely from practice. . 
The musician must be sensitive, but not nervous ; 
must have nerves that vibrate easily and thrill, but not 
nerves that are irritable. Instead of being disagreeable, 
for my own part I find that the time symmetries of a 
metronome are agreeable. Nevertheless, I do not allow 
it to be used for more than a few minutes at & time, lest 
the pupil get accustomed to tins audible crutch, and loss 
the power of walking on his own feet. The purpose of 
the metronome tb to set going a conscientious clock in 
your own sknll. 
But, again, you say : “ What Is the use of the bell? 
Hoes it not increase the annoyance and complication at 
once ?” Yes, it does ; but I will explain to you in a few 
words why the bell it? valuable. At first you find it dif¬ 
ficult to group the tones in the’bleats, but when this has 
been achieved you are not yet through the gloomy forest 
of difficulties, for now you find that all the junctures of 
the music, the “nodal points,” to borrow a metaphor 
from science,are the points of detachment ip the phrasing. 
You come to a dead halt, and pull yourself together to 
think what comes next. Then speaks the bell, with its 
importunate alarum, and compels you now tobe as strict 
about beats as you were about notes before. 
To G. C. W.—1' abou the meanings of the 
words, Lassen” and “Frisks,” as found in Liszt’s 
compositions, the “ Rhapsodies Hongroise.” The foun¬ 
dation of these compositions is the Hungarian dance, 
“ Czardas.” These melodieB were invented by Gypsies, 
but have become the national dances of the Hungarians. 
The “ Czardas ” (as a dance) begins with a slow move¬ 
ment, expressions of melancholy, interrupted by out¬ 
bursts of energy, soon changed to depression again. This 
first part of the dance is called the Laxsen. It is simply 
an introduction to the Friska, the rapid and principal 
part of the dance, which ends in the wildest and most 
thrilling velocity. Furthermore: 
“Friska” is the same as the German “Frisch,” or. 
Italian “ Fresco,” meaning fresh or lively. It is employed j 
to indicate the places where there is a much livelier 
tempo. “ Lassen” is defined above. 
Now, as to the structure of the “ Rhapsodies Hon¬ 
groise ” and Liszt’s ideas, my reply is this: In the six¬ 
teen “ Hungarian Rhapsodies ” Liszt has created for us a 
new and, in the best sense of the word, thoroughly orig¬ 
inal literature for the piano. I do not agree with those 
purists and ultra-classicists who find these works either 
trashy or sensational to a detrimental degree. They are 
genre pictures of the peculiar life • and temperament of 
Hungarians and Gypsies. The two races, though not 
identical, are often confused in the public imagination. 
The one ar.e a fiery, impetuous, semi-barbarous, Oriental 
people,and as to the Gypsies, though they wander through 
Hungary and Spain and England, and are known-all 
over the world as vagrant waifs, no one knows where 
they originated, though many suppose that they are the 
remnants of the old Egyptian race. To comprehend 
Liszt’s “Hungarian Rhapsodies,” you must first study 
the Hungarian people, and know something of the pic¬ 
turesque habits of the Gypsies. The structure of a Hun¬ 
garian rhapsody is, in brief, this: First, a broad, slow 
introduction, in rubato time, then a quicker movement, 
purely lyrical, but Bhort. After this a passage in much 
quicker tempo, bringing in some dainty song, like a dance 
melody, and generally at the top of the piano, where it 
has a peculiar tinkling effect, like bells or tambourines. 
Later on there are short, fitful digressions into languid 
melancholy and lyrical sadness, but it all gathers together 
and closes with a vehement, furious dance, expressing 
either wild hilarity or a Bavage passion. The impetuous 
and frequent changes from one key to another, from one 
rhythm to another, from one melody to another, has 
caused some pedants of musical anatomy to call them 
“medleys,” and to deny them the dignified name of 
compositions, but this is sheer narrow-mindedness and 
nonsense. 
LiBzt selects usually two or three Bhort melodies of 
very captivating character and of a good contour. They 
are nearly always “people’s songs,” Hungarian or Gypsy, 
and these themes are treated often with great originality, 
especially as to the rhythm. They return at suitable in¬ 
tervals and are interwoven with ingenuity. .Now, if all 
this does not constitute an intelligent and imaginative 
composition, what doeB, pray ? You must play...a Hun- 
gariau rhapsody with abrupt changes and & wide range 
of emotions, from dreamy sadness to vehement anger; 
from frolicksome gayety to martial and heroic pomp. 
Talent is something, but tact is everything ; talent 
is power, tact is skill; talent knows what to do, tact 
knows how to do it; talent is wealth, tact is ready 
money. _ For all the practical purposes of life tact car¬ 
ries against talent—ten to one. 
STRAY THOUGHTS; 
BY E. A. SMITH. 
Did you ever stop to think what perfection is ? Do 
so, and more and more will you find yourself lost in 
those wonderful meshes of thought that are here and 
there so skillfully interwoven as to lead one far beyond 
and outside himself in the attempt to grasp and com¬ 
prehend a theme so vast. We may have our ideas 
concerning perfection, but the heights and depths of it 
have never been fully sounded by any other than the 
Infinite. 
The possibilities of perfection, we think, are sometimes 
approached, but it only awaits the coming of a greater 
artist to give a few more finishing touches, showing ne 
new possibilities, with such different and wider range of 
thought as to still farther remove the horizon that has 
encompassed our ideas. The avenues that lead to per¬ 
fection may be many, and they are most intricate and 
subtle. Art is simplicity only to him who thoroughly 
masters it. He alone masters it who thoroughly under¬ 
stands its principles, and all its principles have never yet 
been fully understood—aye, probably not even dis¬ 
covered, for each day brings some new thing. 
However, the student, teacher, artist, who essays^ to 
do anything less than his best, fails just so much in his 
approach to his own ideal—which is the climax of his 
own estimate of perfection—and he who falls short of 
that wrongs himself, those who believe in him, and all 
true art. Progress, then, toward that which seems best 
and grandest and noblest, nor for a moment backward 
look over the long, hard-trodden paths of difficulty, 
save that it be to gather new strength, for perfection is 
never backward, it is always forward. 
* * * * * * * * 
“It is better to pursae a frivolous trade seriously 
than a serious trade frivolously.” So some good writer 
has written, and I verily believe that more to be deplored 
than any other thing, in the search for knowledge of 
whatever kind, is this same frivolity. It is death to 
serions and earnest work, and without these elements 
no effort can be great or enduring; it maybe a funny 
thing to be amused, but one capable only of amusing 
never rises very far above the commonplace in matters 
weighty. History does not so much to record its triflera 
as those who have been in earnest-—anybody can act 
the clown, but to do it well becomes a serious business 
and is no longer frivolouB. To frivolously waste one’s 
time and self upon serious or silly things has neither 
the sanction of the gods nor the toleration of mankind. 
Yet there are those who study music and art with a 
ceaseless giggle, whose best effort never gets beyond a 
hearty laugh, who have ability tb do and accomplish, 
bat who fritter away time and opportunity, which in 
these days is a crime. Perchance for such pity is more 
appropriate than despising. 
* * * * * * * * * * . # 
Who has not at some time experienced, the intense 
delight of entering into the spirit of the music that is ; 
being interpreted,"of being possessed by a subtle influence 
and yielding to its complete expression? Is there any¬ 
thing that to it can compare ? 
The yielding of one’s self completely to the influence 
of exquisite music Is a mental and emotional delight^ 
varying as the composition/the interpretation, and the 
listener are variable. Few only have perceived the 
full measure, few only have the sensitive and responsive 
nature necessary to become artists and great interpreters 
of great works, but all, to a greater or less degree, have 
felt the delight and influence of melody. When all has 
been said| pro and con, is there any other art that con¬ 
tributes more to our delight and happiness, that iB more 
elevating or refining, than good music well inte*< -eted? 
: ' AA. ,V /■ ■ ..A 'r'v, / ( ''A’;'." • 
Unless you read and keep up with the world, you 
will be regarded as antiquated specimens of ignorance, 
and the first wide-awake and progressive man that 
comes into your town will overshadow you and take 
your patre - * : 
86 T BE TED 3ES T IT 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
EGOTISTS AMONG PUPILS. 
“Self-trust ia the first secret of success. Bely on 
ir ’ said B Vith f a 1 r and 
hope for a fulcrum the greatest undertakings can be 
; mplishf ian do 
a thing that accomplish the deed. But an effective faith 
must be founded upon past achievements that have 
measured somewhere near to what one proposes to try. 
There are three classes of pupils that the teacher has to 
deal with—those without faith in themselves, those who 
have a moderate or average amount of self-confidence, 
and those who have too much of this element of char* 
acter The first and last kinds the teachei needs to. 
deal with carefully. The first must be encouraged in 
ever i > * their 
progress by reviews of pieces that once were hard but 
are now easy, by words of approval for all that they do 
well, by word-pictures of future success, and by the 
manifest confidence of teacher and parents in their 
ability. The second cla pupils at vaterial 
and cause the teacher no extra work; these he can 
praise or blame as occasion demands. But the third 
class are egotists, who undertake to do everything and 
succeed in nothing; they are “the know it alls” that 
do not realize that “ empty heads seem to their owners 
the fullest of wisdom;” they have not learned that 
“the full purse does not jingle.” The pupil of this 
kind comes under Dr. Samuel TJpton’s description when 
he says, “ What he does not know would make a large 
book. ' I is rind in be improvt 1 bj quietly pointing 
out their mistakes and holding them sharply up to cor¬ 
rect work ; by giving them some over-difficult piece that 
they have asked for and letting them prove by it their 
lack of skill for its learning. This class of pupils also 
abound in promises hut ISok in achievement, so giving 
the teacher an opportunity to hold up to them their 
ample promises and their paucity of fulfillment. All 
that the teacher dotes, however, must be done in the 
kindest spirit, and the pupil must feel that his teacher 
is working for his improvement and not trying to make 
him feel chagrined. Amiel says: “ At bottom every¬ 
thing depends upon the presence or absence of one 
single element in the soul—hope. All the activity of 
man. all his efforts, and all his enterprises presuppose a 
hope in him of attaining an end. Once kill this hope 
and his movements become senseless, spasmodic, and 
convulsive, like those of some one Tailing from a height.. 
When a man loses faith in the efficacy of his efforts, 
when he says to himself, 4 You are incapable of realizing 
your ideal,’ happiness is a chimera, progress is an illu¬ 
sion, the passion for perfection is a snare 1 ” 
. -'' ;t-- .A WORD ■ TO .TEACHERS. 
‘‘Teach nothing because others teach it,” but study 
methods for yourself and use those that prove to be the 
beat. But this course requires study and constant self- 
improvement. It is to be remembered, however, that 
to wish is fruitless, while to will brings success. Chan- 
ning said : “ Self-culture begins in a deliberate and 
solemn resolution that we will make the most and the 
best of the powers which God has given us.” But no 
course of study will amount to anything that begjns at 
the top ; the foundations must he thoroughly laid, and 
if one becomes a fine teacher, he must know everything 
from the beginning up to his grade so completely well 
that he can explain clearly any subject that he has 
studied. There are teachers who are not successful 
because they have bat a smattering of.the rudiments and 
theory of the first stages of a course in music. Yet they 
consider themselves fine musicians because they play 
difficult music and teach counterpointv and fugue. 
Ghanning further says: 44 The first grand condition of 
intellectual success is a willingness to .receive the truth, 
no matter how it bears on one’s self.” A teacher can¬ 
not spend time in a better way than in an occasional 
review of the e&rly parts of musical theory, as found in 
the best piano primers and elementary courses in har- • 
mony. This is.true from the fact that we are apt to j 
forget the many steps that must be taken by the average 
elementary pupil. It is well known that the most cele¬ 
brated teachers generally fail in: teaching beginners. 
Teachers of experience and a broad outlook are too 
much inclined to see things from their own broader 
standpoint, and not be in sympathy with the narrow 
visions and meagre experience of the child. 
EXPERIENCE WORTH CONSIDERING. 
The school of experience gives the most valuable 
lessons, and it is where we get that most uncommon 
element of character—common sense. As the higher 
we climb the broader the outlook, so the more we know 
the more we can learn. Every lesson given makes the 
teacher a better instructor; every paragraph of musical 
literature read and thought upon adds value to the ad¬ 
vice he gives his pupils. When we read a-paragraph or 
hear a lecture, it is the sum total of the author’s life, 
studies, and experience. When we hear a piece of music, 
it is a manifestation of the sum total of two lives, that 
of the composer and performer. While a celebrated 
artist was making a sketch in an album for a friend, the 
latter ventured to hurry him when seeing the artist turn 
his drawing this way and that, putting a dot here and a 
line there. 44 What,” said the artist, 44 can you not wait 
a minute for what has cost me a lifetime?” Similarly, 
the pupil should remember that the instruction given 
him is not only the total result of his teacher’B life, ex¬ 
perience, and studies, hut in a large measure the Bum 
total of the entire teaching and musical wisdom of past 
generations of musicians, and, remembering this, he 
should listen attentively and practice assiduously that 
he may reap its full profit. ■ ; 
THE PUPIL IS RESPONSIBLE. 
“Either figs or thistles” can be assured as the 
harvest. The pupil’s practice cultivates the one or the 
other. It is all in the quality of his practice. Quality of 
practice depends upon the mental image that the teacher 
impresses in the mind of his pnpil; upon the pupil’s i 
firmness of will, and the studious habits he has formed, ! 
and upon the help given by parents in uninterrupted 
and regular hours at the child’s musical studies. When 
teacher and parents have done all in their power for a i 
harvest of success, the result lies solely and only with 
the pupil. He can meet and honor the expectations of 
his friends if he will, 44 It is the live fish that swims 
against the stream.” 
Take the best as your standard and not the poorest. 
If you can play better than some one whom you know 
that plays poorly, it is not for you to pride yourself on 
playing better or that you did no worse than he. It is 
the pupil’s place to deserve approval by good work, and 
not suffer pity and contempt by its neglect. ' 
A BURNING QUESTION, 
The thorns in the flesh of the teacher’s life is the 
sheet-music and music-book question—old-time instruc¬ 
tion books, worn and coverless, loose-leaved and muti¬ 
lated from use by a former generation ; new instruction 
books, given when the instrument was purchased. Too 
often these are useless reprints of some old or unsal¬ 
able method or hastily thrown together compilations 
that are still more worthless. In numberless instances 
parents, deny themselves the coniform, if not the 
necessities, of life for the sake of giving their children a 
musical education. Many times it is these children that 
make the most interesting and brilliant pupils. There 
is often another class of parents that should take Charles 
Kingsley’s saying to heart, “Nothing is more expensive 
than pennriousness.” These do not consider that if the 
pnpil learns music, music must he Btudied; that advance-; 
ment is ganged by interest; that interest is maintained 
by the aid of novelty to a certain extent; that each 
pupil must have certain styles and grades of music to 
meet his own needs; that music which was popular 
years ago is rightly considered worthless now; that to 
I spend tuition and time on poor music is a greater outlay 
I than would be a necessary amount of good music; and 
I that the teacher knows best and will work for the beBt 
interests of his pupil. The pupil must have a sufficient 
amount of the right sort of music if advancement is to 
be made. But how can this be brought about? The 
teacher’s reputation for good work and results depends 
upon the music given to a great extent. On the other 
hand, he mast not get the name of being extravagant 
and lavish in the amount of music charged to the pupil. 
Batiher than let the pupil suffer a lapse of interest or 
allow himself to suffer in professional reputation the 
teacher can well afford to lend the music necessary, 
or he can use some one of the numerous book collec¬ 
tions. Many times there are desirable pieces in the 
musical magazines that can be -cut out and given to the 
pupil. Two things the teacher must do—he muBt give 
music enough for the pupil’s best advancement and 
avoid controversy over the subject with parents. Parents 
desire ’hat their children shall in no way he behind 
other children, and this being so allows an explanation 
from the teacher which will generally set matters right, 
if gone about without feeling and with tact. 
FUDGING IT OUT VS. LOGICAL TEACHING. 
“There are two things which Bhould never be con¬ 
sidered—the time which is used and the trouble which is 
taken,” said Jamin in speaking of scientific research. 
Touch, expression, and style in performance used to be 
taught only by imitation, or more generally not taught at 
all, but recent musicians have so closely observed and 
made a record of the processes, emotional, mental, and 
mechanical, of the great performers, and have so min¬ 
utely traced their own methods, feelings, and ways in 
playing that we can now teach expression in a logical 
way. Still, when we have done all that teaching can do 
for the pupil he must then rely upon himself, on his own 
musical consciousness,^aided by his knowledge of the 
rules governing expression. The old style of teaching is 
well illustrated in the following from the Youths' Com- 
panion :— 
Many a man who has reached the topmost round in his profes¬ 
sion finds himself absolutely unable to communicate the secret of 
greatness to another. 
William Hunt, the celebrated artiBt, found it impossible to explain 
his manner of working so that others could benefit by his experi¬ 
ence. 
One day a lady who painted fruit very successfully obtained an In¬ 
troduction to him for the purpose of asking his advice in regard to 
her work. She had no doubt that he could formulate some principle 
or volunteer such scientific information as would be of use to her. 
To her astonishment, Mr. Hunt told her he could dO~*nothiug of 
the kind, adding quaintly:— 
“The only thing you can do is to fudgnit out." 
She then asked it'he knew Mr.-, a successful artist. 
“To be sure I do,” said he, “Of course I do. Well, he has 
fudged it out. We must all fudge it out. There is no other way 
than fudging it out ” 
He well knew the p-ocess of such Independent effort, for he was 
one of the men who, 
U. rpm.t While their companions slept, 
Were toiling upward in the night.” 
His own patience was almost boundless, and it would never have 
occurred to him that any lover of good work might shrink from do¬ 
ing even a bit of seemingly unimportant detail over and over 
again. 
The playing of some musicians and many pupils re¬ 
minds,the hearer of Lowell's famous couplet:— 
“ If he Btirs you at all, it is just, on my soul, 
Like being stirred up with the very North Polo.” 
But such playing is no longer excusable, for the pupil 
can be taught to play more or lesa effectively, evfin when 
he feels but little of the emotional content of the piece 
himself." He can be taught phrasing and to bring out 
the accents and climax of each phrase, and this alone 
will prevent the coldness complained of by Lowell,, The 
musical Vorld owes a great debt to those muaiciar who 
have studied out the rules governing expression. '' 
“ Apples always look nice in the orchard tha 
high fence around it.” Pieces that are difficult 
much finer and more desirable than any that th 
can play, so he trys them and feels dissatisfied a 
teacher gives him music that is played by the great con 
cert players. It is hard to really make the pnpil believe 
that an easy piece finely played Is far better 
Cult piece indifferently performed. 
I. «•!•• 
. 
STUDY OF EHYTHM. 
II. 
ST F. A. LYMAN, A. 0. M. 
In the last number of The Etude ■ I talked a little 
about rhythm wit-hin the measure. This time I will call 
your attention more especially to the rhythm of measures. 
In order that you may better understand the term and 
its meaning, read the following extract from Dryden’s 
“ Song for St, Cecilia’s Day ” very carefully and think of 
v hat is lacking:— 
“ From harmony from heavenly harmony 
■ ■ This universal frame began 
When nature underneath a heap 
Of jarring atoms lay 
And could not heave her head 
Fise tuneful voice » as heard from high 
Arise ye more than dead • 
Then cold and hot and moist and dry 
In order to their stations leap 
And music’b power obey” 
Now what is lacking in the extract? Simply the 
punctuation, and that is enough to take away the whole 
essence-of it. All the words are there, and they are 
Borne of Dryden’s best, but one very important thing is 
lacking, viz., rhythm. 
Now read it again, note carefully the marks of -punc¬ 
tuation, and see if the meaning is not much clearer:— 
“From harmony, from heavenly harmony, - I 
This universal frame began : 
' When nature underneath a heap 
Of jarring atoms lay, 
And could sot heave her head, 
The tuneful voice was heard from high, 
Arise, ye more than dead 1 * 
Then cold, and hot, and moist, and dry; 
In order to their stations leap _ _ _ 
".And music’s power obeY- ' - 
'Just as. in literature puncipation marks must be, in¬ 
serted :in order to make sense, so in music must they 
also be inserted, not literally, but their presence miust 
be felt. One of the smallest members of a musical 
structure is called a section, the next larger the phrase, 
and a complete idea a period. The first agrees with the 
comma, the second to the semicolon, and the third to the 
pe iod Every sel ic ion oi music wo: thy th - nape has 
these ideas or periods well balanced, and they are made 
up in a multiplicity of ways. Sometimes we have sec¬ 
tion one meat irt long, 10m times' ti ) or moi , o sven 
one-half or one-third of a measure in length. ;Now: 
these ideas or parts of ideas are ifiade up of bits of 
rhythm, and they mnst all be so constructed and balanced 
that important things shall be made emphatic by the' 
performer and Unimportant things non-emphatic. This 
is dealing, with th« rhythm f u> area Nov some • ill 
say: “ Oh I well, if your touch is good, if you attend 
carefully to the piano and forte passages,, it does not 
matter very much about the rhythm.” I believe that o|t- 
times the rhythmical character of k composition is the' 
vital poipt. It will sound good or bad accordingly as it 
is rendered rhythmically true 'or otherwise. Take away 
rhythm and there is little left but sounds, and these have 
no effect on the mind. It is by managing those sounds 
so that some appear quick, Borne slow, others broken 
or even,' that we make'a composition intelligible to-the 
listener. - 
' When pupils have learned to keep steady time they 
are then ready to begin to play oat of time. A composi¬ 
tion must first las understood in a rigid tempo, then it 
must be made absolutely free. The pupil mast be taught 
to feel the elevating parts, also the depressing parts of 
his composition. Then lie will soon learn to so regulate 
the movement of each little phrase that there shall be a 
constant balancing of accounts, and a listener might 
say, “He plays with great expression.” Imagine 
Heller’s Etudes, Op. 47, or Chopin’s Nocturnes played 
in a rigidly strict tempo. The effect would be shocking. 
Some compositions are thematical, others lyrical ia 
character. With- the former a more strict compliance 
with the regular recurring accent must be had. • Many 
pupilp can perform & thematical composition in a very 
satisfactory manner, but, .alas, when they touch & lyric | 
It, too, sounds like a machine. 
¥* • - '/■ ' '■ ; _ 1 \ 4 ' , ' ' .... v • • ' 0'.' ’ 
It || oftH| tmlj ■ said fhat mym® plm? & qmqk j 
movement, but it takes an artist to play a slow one in¬ 
telligently. I imagine that the difficulty oftentimes pro¬ 
ceeds from the fact that the rhythmical character of the 
average slow movement is not as clearly defined as in a 
qnic k movement 
Too many pupils are wont to think merely of the 
technical side of mimic, forgetting that music is an ex¬ 
pression of something happening in natnre. Now, as 
we are told to hurry some measures, play others with 
retardation, some ia perfectly even tempo, where may 
we look for proof In the matter? Certainly, to nature, 
She is ever changing from .one • thought to another, so 
that if we are on the alert we may readily discern her 
bright moods, -also when she is despondent, when she is 
warm f= when cold, and hu ic ia, in i sc ise, la 
ture exemplified, we must strive to have it appear like 
her. If a composition be well written and does not 
sound well, rest assured that the. performer cannot see 
nature as she really is. 
SKETCHES FEOM A MOTE-BOOK. 
BV JAMES M. TRACY. 
Thebe are some students; who forsake and try to dis¬ 
honor those who have befriended them in their most try¬ 
ing hour of need. We have kept a record of this class 
of itt 4 ms * nd sr< surfs ; ed at the large number n jur 
note-book. Whatever you do, do honorably, remember¬ 
ing the golden rule, “ Do untb others as you would they 
should do unto you.” There are times when a change 
of teachers is desirable and positively advantageous to 
the earnest scholar. If the teacher becomes inattentive; 
indifferent, or loses his interest from any cause, then is 
the time to make a change, for such want of interest 
produces a corresponding lack of confidence on the part 
of scholar and parents which can bring no good results. 
But so long- as the teacher performs his duty faithfully, 
so long as the scholar, continues to make good, satisfac¬ 
tory progress, so long as the teacher is fully capable of 
giving hi pupil urth instiuctibi and so long as friends 
arid others note progress made by said scholar, it is de¬ 
cidedly bad policy, almost disastrous,to make any change. 
Remember the many hard, weary hours devoted to the 
dry bnt necessary technical work to place yon on a Bare, 
solid foundation for future usefulness and success. Of 
course, those scholars who have paid the teachers full 
price have perfect liberty to change teachers as often as 
their whims may dictate, but such changes do not gener- 
>eral)y bring the good results anticipated, oftener the very 
-reverse. We do not complain of pupils leaving who 
have paid our prices, for that is their right; but of that 
class who have worked on one’s sympathies and benevo¬ 
lence through friends, and thus obtained their instruction 
under price or for nothing. After receiving lessons for 
two, three, or four years, they generally leave, and nine 
times ont of ten go without saying “Thank yon,” or 
leaving a word of good-bye 1 Most of these free pnpils 
have more-talent than brains or money. They come 
to you, expecting you will lift them out of the Blough 
of despond and put them on their feet. 
This is a true picture of a large majority of thoBe seek¬ 
ing free instruction in any professional calling. This 
class of people are generally Belfish, thoroughly ungrate¬ 
ful, and show nothing but contempt fortiUse whose gen¬ 
erosity baa furnished them a respectable education, and 
thereby secured to them a good living. ’ ' - 
There are people who pride themselveB on honorable 
dealing, who mingle in the best educated and refined 
society, who often, from mistaken ideas, think they know 
it all, who try to. influence talented pnpils away from 
•the master who has brought It to light, and advise them 
to go to some other master, in whom, perchance,, they 
have a deeper interest. 
. This is wrong in theory and practice, for it deprives 
the one who is most deserving of the praise and reputa¬ 
tion of bringing out a good scholar, and it goes to the 
sag who has had nothing to do with the education, who 
could not, perhaps, bring up a scholar from the founda¬ 
tion to &'successful iiimi in public. Suppose come ol 
you well-intentioned people put yourselves in the place 
of the teacher who has done the hard work. How would 
yon like to have an outsider advise one of your best pu¬ 
pils to engage another teacher, saying they would fur¬ 
nish the money and make all the arrangements f 
Would yon consider it a fair, an honorable transac¬ 
tion? Yet this very thing is often done; sometimes 
with purely good, benevolent intentions, but often with 
concealed; selfish motives. We now cite a few of the 
many cases found charitably assisted on our books. 
Case 1.—A young man, from a neighboring city, was 
brought to me by his teacher with the request that I 
should take him as a free scholar on account of the great 
talent he possessed, saying it would be a shame to have 
one possessing so much talent deprived of proper instruc¬ 
tion. This teacher said he did not feel competentto give 
the boy further instruction, and begged me as a friend to 
take him ; that the boy would prove a good scholar and 
add a feather to my cap, and also become a shining light 
in the profession. The boy had no money, bnt I took 
him juBt the same, with the understanding that when he 
commenced to earn money and found hiriiself in funds 
he should remunerate me for my work. He remained 
for a little over a year* daring which time he made great 
progress, so much as to receive a tempting offer in a dis¬ 
tant city to play a church organ and take charge of the 
vPsusic in a wealthy church. He accepted the position, 
leaving without a “ Thank you, sir,” or a “Good bye,” 
since which time he has never communicated with me or 
remembered his promise. 
Oas© 2.—A young man from the New England Con¬ 
servatory, where he had been taking lessons some time, 
accidentally heard a young lady pupil of mine play, and 
was so much pleased with it that he asked her who her 
teacher was and if she thought I would take him ? Know¬ 
ing no reason why not, she said she would introduce him. 
For two years he paid his bills, but after that money was 
scarce with him, thongh the lessons went right on. The 
yonng man was diligent and made wonderfnl improvement, 
being able to play at Music Hall several times, where he 
met great success, receiving an encore on each appear¬ 
ance. I gave him extra coaching lessons before each con¬ 
cert, and on one occasion made him a present of a full 
suit of clothes, that he might look genteel on the stage. 
To help him still further, I induced a wealthy young lady 
pupil to gi've him a benefit concert at her house, at which, 
several pupils and myself assisted. The concert berie- 
fited the young man one hundred and six dollars. So6n 
after, at my solicitation, a wealthy married lady of the 
south end gave him another benefit, resulting iri ninety- 
six dollars moi*e tb his lurid. Now, to-show his appre¬ 
ciation and gratitude, he immediately , went to another 
teacher, using the money I had been the means of raising 
for him to pay that teacher. He did not thank me, nor say 
“ Good-bye ” A short time after he went into a well- 
known music store and played several pieces ; the pro¬ 
prietor knowing him and the circumstances here related, 
ventured the remark that he ought to feel proud of his 
teacher, Mr.-. The young man looked up and said, 
indignantly: “Who is Mr. -? I never heard of 
him I ” He had taken twolessons at that time ofhis new 
teacher. This is a case of what might be called “ total 
depravity.” 
Case 3 was" a very talented yonng lady, whose family 
were quite noted, musically, but the mother did not feel 
able to give her daughter a musical education, though 
he wished to do so . m rt g from recent shabby tre . 
- en s* tl - free , • » ditec ion I 5 4s ed o * c ive h s 
young lady unless she paid like other scholars. But 
ersistent urging from friends caused me to recant, and 
fi tally took hei Ft bj gut rai teed to do all the j could 
to increase my musical refutation, and promised faith¬ 
fully that neither they nor Bhe would ever go back on me. 
Well, these free lessons lasted for more than throe 
years; the young lady was assisted out of poverty and 
want, became a brilliant pianist, appearing oftep in con¬ 
certs with success, and received an engagement for sev¬ 
eral months as pianist to a well-known concert company 
.at twenty dollars a week and expenses. Yet, after tier 
retain, she. engaged another teacher, and from Um- rim*.- 
to this has never thanked me or said why bo i-. k 
given me a good bye. 
It Is pleasant to know there are some true scholars 
left—scholars who not only appreciate; but are willing 
to acknowledge benefits received. Such scholars will 
succeed in the end, will make honorable men and women, 
jsdiile. the other clasH will always be looked upon with 
distrust and suspicion, because untrue to principle and 
honor. • 
FAULTS AND THEIB KEMEDIES. 
Ons great and serious obstacle iu the way of an edu¬ 
cated and conscientious teacher is the craving on the 
part of- many parents to have their daughters brought 
out at concerts., This is not only peculiar to students of 
the piauopbut in voice culture also, and a most deplor¬ 
able thing it is. Many a teacher in both these branches 
of music study has to yield to the wishes of pupils and 
spend valuable time in endeavoring is polish something 
off for this display, thus breaking' in upon regular tech¬ 
nical training and development. ' Neither piano playing, 
violin playing, nor voice culture can be forced; all must 
be developed gradually, from commencement to finish, 
and genuine artistic results cannot be acquired in a few 
months, but rather after patient, painstaking labor on 
the part of both teacher and pupil. Another fault 
equally pernicious iu its results is the giving to pupils 
by teachers-music much too difficult and in advance of 
-their technique and intellectual acquirements, in con¬ 
sequence of which they can never play such pieces well, 
no matter how much time is spent on their preparation, 
and if they ever place themselves under the instruction 
of any celebrated foreign teacher, they find out then, 
much to their sorrow, surprise, and dismay, that not 
only has the iechniq to b . modeled ind changed 
it *i , c«* they bav< played at must be laid a 11 
probably not to be touched during their entire study 
abroad. This is only too true ; and is farther proof that 
the methods in vogue are absolutely wrong, for which 
both teachers and parents are to blame. 
The pedal is' so often abused and made to produce 
such confusion and discord, that in many cases it would 
be better if it were removed from the piano altogether. 
The fault usually lies with the teacher, in not fully 
e s laioirij ti ti| i| what th effect f the «• lal 
really is, and what torture-prodncing sensations will 
surely arise if it is not released and the dampers allowed 
to resume their positions against the strings before the 
following harmony is played. This inexcusable fault of 
misusing the pedal is often found in pupils who play 
very well, and, indeed, I have noticed it done by persons 
#ho assume to know a great deal about piano playing. 
The pedal should be most judiciously and carefully used 
in sonatas and all classic works by ancient composers ; 
in fact, in,all works of a polyphonic character, for where 
there are several melodies moving simultaneously to¬ 
gether, producing such great variety of melodic richness 
and harmonic coloring, the artistic effect of the whole 
will certainly be marred and perverted if'the pedal be 
used, unless with extreme care, as in wide extensions 
of chords or arpeggio. Effects charming and unique, 
harmonically rich and varied, cab be produced by the 
careful and artistic use of the pedals, as witness the per¬ 
formance of any artist.—From an Essay byW. 0. Forsyth. 
UNIVEBSITY EXTENSION, FOE THE SYSTEM¬ 
ATIC HOME-STUDY OF MUSIC. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
At various times during the past few years I have been 
written to by correspondents of The Etude, asking me 
whether it would not be possible to arrange something 
like a Chautauqua course in musical study, whereby those 
who happened not to be within reach of teachers, or for 
any reason were so situated that they had no lessons, 
could go on with their own studies in a systematic man¬ 
ner, and with the aid and inspiration of direction and 
Certification from musical sources so high in the profes¬ 
sion as to make them worth working for. Within the 
past few weeks I have nearly matured a plan in accord¬ 
ance with which I believe that this end may be accom- 
:>lisl ed - -- ~- ' ’ ' ,v -- 
I propose something more thorough than the Chau- 
tauqua readings, and I pro m music, rath than studying 
about m sic. rhere art t erefore, tb e’two points to be 
considered: (1) The preparation of courses*^ practice 
in which desirable works of each composer stand in 
progressive order of difficulty, marked off Into grades. 
Where the works of one composer are not sufficiently 
important to make an entire course, let several be grouped 
in one list or course. Such will be the brilliant list and 
the minor composers. These lists or courses could well 
enough be agreed upon by A central board composed of 
such men, for instance, as Bowman, Dr. Mason, Mr; 
Parsons, Foote, Sternberg, Klauser, Cady, Sherwood, 
Baxter Perry, etc., and be printed in the prospectus of 
h E en ion Thus in th m mb r and eminence of 
the central men we would have the adequate sanction 
spoken of. 
(2) The second point, is that of ascertaining of any 
particular candidate the state in which she is and her 
proficiency, and the general musical character of her 
playing. ThiB will have tb be ascertained by local ex- 
aminers he best m ,f.' ea hers of - inity, examin 
ing under the authority and according to the directions 
of the Extension. When a report of such an examina¬ 
tion reaches the Secretary, he will be able to form quite 
a good idea of the condition of the candidate, and as to 
whether she needs to be conditioned in any particular 
direction. He can combine, say, two of the poetic courses 
of a proper grade and one ol the brilliant list, together 
fritl st> technics iireet d, * 1 of tht whole nakeseveral 
schemes of daily practice, which the candidate will be in 
condition to pursue until she supposes herself to have 
mastered them. At this time she will take another ex¬ 
amination, also from some examiner in her vicinity; or, 
if she prefers, of one of the traveling examiners , such 
as Perry, Sherwood, and the other traveling pianists 
and musical lecturers. When a grade is completed the 
candidate will receives the certificate of the Board. I 
think the proper place to stop will be the entrance exami¬ 
nation to the College of Musicians. I would have theory 
studied all along, according to a due progression, with 
the object of making-the taste rest equally upon the con¬ 
clusions and musical perception derived from the-Bnb- 
jet matter of pra - (the mast i rks in the court r. 
already mentioned) and the intelligent analysis of them, 
and it apprehension of th ii beautie rom - intellect 
nal point of view. This, in brief, is my plan—in which 
I expect to have the cooperation of about thirty of the 
best known musicians of the country. I look farther 
than to confine the study to the standard course of 
the Extension. In cases where individual teachers of 
wide following do not care to have their ideas lumped in 
the general average, we might have collateral or elec¬ 
tive courses in certain provinces, known by the name of 
the teachers; as the “Sternberg Course,” “Liebling 
Course,” “Cady Course,” etc.- Any one of these the 
candidate might take, without prejudice to one’s stand¬ 
ing in the Extension. 
I take it that the ■ advantages of a system like this 
would, be so great tb many students that it is not neces¬ 
sary to enlarge upon them here. I believe that an 
organization of this kind would exert a very important 
influence pon the gt leral oar f music tea hing< by 
supplying the average teacher exactly one of the instru¬ 
mentalities for which he has long been clamoring— 
namely, a grade list, or rather many graded lists, of the 
most desirable compositions of all the leading composers. 
The directions of the secretary for combining these lists 
for practice, and the points covered in the examination 
blanks for the examiners, would-all together help mate¬ 
rially in clearing up ideas regarding teaching in all 
departments. 
Correspondence is invited. The fees attending such a 
course would necessarily be rather greater than those of 
the Chautauqua, because here we have several personal 
examinations and much professional time expended on 
each case every year. I suppose that it would be nec¬ 
essary to make each examination cost about eight or ten 
dollars--since it is both examination and tuition, the 
laying out of work being the point where the moBt ex¬ 
pensive time would be" bestowed" The mnsic, edited 
carefully with reference to patting into the annotations 
exactly th st t! a wh « a good eaeher inda «; neee 
sary to tell almost every pnpil to whom he gives the 
pieces, might coat five dollar^ per year. It would be 
printed in grades and by composers, and would be use¬ 
ful in many other kinds of teaching. I have had a Bee¬ 
thoven amateur and a Chopin amateur, in. contemplation 
upon this plan for Several, years, and the publisher of 
The Etude has been ready to get, it out whenever I 
found time to prepare the copy. This.iB what is salaae- 
timeB called an “ advance notice ” of a scheme of Uni¬ 
versity Extension applied to music. What is now needed 
is suggestions from those who take an interest in the 
proposition. 
00N0EBT PBOGBAMMES. 
Recital by pupils of E. Liebling. 
Prelude, Zielinski j Fugde| Kaffenberger'; Le Trille 
(with second jpiano), Sehulhoffi; “ Nocturne'.” Op. 87, 
Chopin; “ Mazurka,” Op. 8, Karganoff; Prelude Sara¬ 
's ide db< Rigaudon “roi kite Op. 40 lri< Dorr 
roschen',” Bendel; “Sonata.” Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven; 
f*Etude in G,” Lambert; Barcarolle, Kullak; Waltz, in 
E, Moszkowski; “ Rhapsodic HungroiBe,” No. 4, Liszt; 
“Tarantelle,” Op. 83, Moszkowski; “Sonata;” Op. 28, 
Schumann; “ Larghetto, in C Minor,” Loeschhorn; 
“ Pizzicati,” Delibes-Joseffy; “ Etude Melodiqne,” Op. 
180, Raff; “ Albumblatt,” Liebling; “ Papillon,” Grfeg; 
“ Capriccio,” Op. 76, No. 6, Jadassohn. 
Pupil's Recital, E. A. Smith. Director, Fargo, N. D. 
“FreshLife,” Spindler; “ Music Box,” Behr; Duet, 
Op. 20,* No. 1, Kuhlau; “ Menuet Melodfque,” De 
Lacour; Vocal, “ Children’s Prayers,” Molloy; Op. 86, 
No. 1, Allegro, dementi; Duet, “ Bohemian Girl,” 
Beyer ; “ Sonata,” Op. .49, No. 1, Rondo, Beethoven ; 
“Romance,” Op. 101, Moscheles; Vocal, “Baby, 
Bye,” Molloy; “ Louisa Romance,” Forbes; “ Moments 
Musieale,” Op. 94, No. 6, Schubert. J 
Reditabby the Pupils of Mrs. Stocker, Duluth, Minn. 
“Andante from the First Symphony,” 4 hinds, Bee¬ 
thoven; “ Christmas Song,” Kohler; “Taendelei,” §ehr; “Little Waltz.” Kreutzer; “Chant Poetiqne,” 
ouaeley; “ On the Heights,” C. P. Hoffman; “ Fan¬ 
fare,” Aseher; Impromptu, Op. 29, Chopin; “ Minuet,” 
Fadere'foaki; “ Polaeea,” Weber; “ Soiree de Vienne,” 
Liszt. 
,, Soir& Musicals, Miss J. L. Oorse, Director, New- 
i burgh. N. Y. 
i Duet, Streabbog; “ The Clang of the Wooden Shooti,” 
Molloy ; “ Moonlight Sonata,” Beethoven; “Bye, 
Baby, Bye,” Hahr; ‘“Polish Dance,” Thomas; “Ta- 
rsntelle,” Heller; “The Open Portal,” Porter; “Son¬ 
atina,” Diabelli; 4‘ The Fisher-Maiden,” Meyerbeer; 
.*'*.Rondo Capriccioso,” Mendelssohn; “Good Nighf,’’ 
Glover. 
Pupils' Redial of Logan College, Ky., Miss Mary Wood 
Chase, Director. 
“Gavotte,” Morey; “ Wedding March,” Mayer; 
“Cavatina,” Raff; “Menuet,” Paderewski; “ Ma¬ 
zurka,” Moszkowski; “Will o’ the Wisp,” Jensen; 
“Murmuring Zephyrs,” Niemann-Jensen ; “ Die Lo¬ 
relei;” Seeling; “ Scherzo,” Rheinberger; '*• Nbcturne,” 
Op. 87, Chopin ; “ In the Tavern,’’Jensen ; “Valsd,” 
Moszkowski; “Elfenspiel,” Heymann.. , 
Recital by the Pupils of the New York {City) College 
0f Music, 
■ “ Polbnaise,” Op. 26, No. 1, Chopin; “Air de 
Pallet,” Moszkowski; “Galatea,” from “Eroticon,” 
Jensen “ Kamennoi Ostrow,” Rubinstein; “ CoH- 
certo,” G minor (first movement), Mendelssohn ; “ Ber¬ 
ceuse,” Chopin; “La Fileuse,” Raff; “Concerto,” 
A minor (first movement^ Hummel; “ Scherzo, ,T~B flat 
minor, Chopin. 
!*Piano Redials given by C. W. Davis, Burlington, Vt. 
“ Prelude and Minuet for 4 hands,” Tours ; “ Barca¬ 
rolle in G Minor,” Rubinstein; “Tarantelle in A Flat,” 
Mills; “Mazurka in B Flat,” Godard; “Aridante and 
Variations in 0,” Beethoven ; “ Concerto in G Minor,” 
Mendelssohn ; “ March Heroic,” Op. 40. No. 8, Schu¬ 
bert;; 11 Mazurka in D,” Op. 64, Raff; ‘ Minuetin A,” 
Delahaye; “ Nachstucke,” Op. 28, Nos. 1 and 4, Schu¬ 
mann; “Die Silberquelle,” Bendel; “ MazUrkas in B 
Minor,” Op. 88, No. 4, and B flat, Op. 17, No. 1, 
Chopin ; “ Impromptu in G,” Op. 96, No. 8,'8chubert; 
“Tarantelle,” Op. 81 (two pianos. 4 bands), Raff; 
“Polonaise in C Sharp Minor,” Op. 26, Chopin; 
“ Papillons,” Op. 2, Schumann; “ Nocturne in B Flat,” 
Field; “ Concerto in D,” Mozart. 
VARIETIES OF LEGATO TOUGH. 
Thebe are different varieties of legato touch required 
for the proper expression of the yhrious taodefl and 
styles of composition. There is the legato of sombre 
or sympathetic melody—that melody which is Blqw and 
mournful—a more pronounced touch adapted to majestie 
Movements, and something yet different for strains 
light, gay, and animated. There is the legato of chord 
playing,* of octaves, of double thirds and sixths—all-very 
difficult, if not absolutely impossible of development 
through ordinary methods. True, it is possible to x-- =1:»- 
the keys; but very difficult to shade the tone sal. iduch 
in such passages, especially if legato is^desired.— 
William H. Sherwood. . 
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THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OF THE PENNSYL¬ 
VANIA STATE MUSIC TEACHER'S 
ASSOCIATION. 
This was the most interesting and snccessfnl of the 
annual. meetings of the Association. Among the rioter- 
worthy incidents was the formation of a “ Public School 
Music Auxiliary,” to agitate the question of “Musicin 
the Public Schools” and awaken public opinion to the 
necessity of legislation regarding the^subject. 
Another feature of the meeting was the public exhibi¬ 
tion of the “Virgil Practice Clavier,” by Mr. Virgil, 
and the result of a year’s training with it, as shown by 
Miss Julie Geyer, of New York, who, though but four¬ 
teen, gave very remarkable renderings of Chopfo, Bach, 
and Beethoven, playing upon the piano for the first time 
the latter’s Opus 14, No. 2, learned upon the Clgvier. ' 
The reditals, as a whole,, were very well rendered and 
the essays excellent, but tbs prevalent influenza had 
rather an ill effect, keeping away many artists and 
making it difficult for many to perform their parts in 
their usual manner. 
■ Tbs question of the establishment of a *4 Piano Tuners’ 
Bureau” was discussed, as was also that of changing the 
time o . .. 3 >oth were h on the 
table until next year. 
The Secretary’s report1 showed a sound financial 
standing, and a balance of almost 8400 after all bills 
shall have been paid. 
The following are the officers for the coming year:— 
Ptmi li nt—0. A. Berg, Re sding. 
Secretary and Treasurer—Edmund WolBieffer, Phila¬ 
delphia. 
Executive Committee—Carl Muder, Reading; Arthur 
'v ich, Readii g; Thos. i Becket ’hiladelphia. 
Programme Committee—Jos. H. Gittings, Pittsburgh ; 
-A. W. Boyst, Philadelphia-ARoscoe Huff, Williamsport. 
Auditing Committee—J. M. Kurzenknabe, Harris¬ 
burg; M.. H. Keeler, Reading; C. A. Marks, Allen¬ 
town. _ i, 
III. HOW TO LEAEN A PIECE. 
BY CHEVALIER DE KOSTSSI AND WILLI AM H. 
• ..." ‘ " : / " . 
SHERWOOD. 
Ans. 15.—Chevalier de Kontski: “ This depends upon 
how gifted the pupil is, some learning a piece much 
quicker than others; however, it takes time for a piece 
to really become a part of one’s musical self, even if it 
is learned in a short time.” 
Mr. Sherwood: “Generally speaking, at stated periods 
for months.” 
To a request for further remarks and advice to students 
Mr. Sherwood writes: “ I advise a low seat with a back 
to it. The elbows should be below the level of the key¬ 
board, necessitating an effort to hold up the fore-arms, 
thereby developing a lighter wrist and greater flexibility 
of the same, combined with an unobstructed use of the 
finger muscles. A high seat causes one to crowd the 
bones of arm and hand together at the wrist, which 
tends to make the fingers carry a part of the weight of 
the arms. The majority of the best concert pianists sit 
low. The piano stool of commerce, with the loose Bcrew, 
should go." 
HOW TO STUDY—HOW TO TEACH. 
Ques. 13.—Should he give his best endeavors to a 
fit < qt alitj of at idy ar to its ai »oc t- in hours ev m if 
t ie qua j suffers aomewht •. fa i m an5 net on 
exhaustion ? ___ 
Aks. 18.—Chevalier de, Kontski: “ An hour at a time 
is ei uf i It s the quality of he practice that make 
the artist.” 
Mr. - > tality, by a ns! should 
certainly allow time lor. plenty of exercise and recrea 
tion, and for the study of harmony, counterpoint, and 
music., ten are and mas .. . ian good con 
certs as possible, ll should be mentioned that a good 
general education is invaluable, and that the musician 
should be well ■ read in standard literature, especially in 
the finest poetry.” 
Qqes; 14.—Is it absolutely necessary that the pupil’s 
mind be fully absorbed and taken np with the best 
possjble work on the piece before him, or may he allow 
ilia thoughts to wander from the work in hand? 
Ana. 14, —Chevalier Je Kontski: 1 Quality first. -But 
to gel the best quality it is necessary to have variety, as 
said above. I would suggest to the advanced student 
the following: a piece by Beethoven and at the same 
time a nqctnrne by Chopin, or a piece by Weber and 
one of John Field’s nocturnen, or a scherzo of Chopin’s 
and the andante from Weber’s Sonata in A. flat, or 
Moonlight Sonata by Beethoven and the Turentella by 
■Schumann, or Weber’s Sonata is 1 minor with; the 
Polonaise in ,C sharp minor of Chopin, ar Mozart’s 
Fantasia Sonata in C minor and the Bella Caprioccioao 
by Hnmmel.” 
Mr. Sherwood : 4 5 Quality is of thexitmoat importance, 
and the quantity is but a secondary consideration.” 
Ques.. 16.—How long should a piece be studied for its 
bept performance, that is, to give,time for the piece to 
work itself into one’s inner musical self? 
BY GEO. T. BULLING, 
among the masses that the composer of the true and pure 
in Art will soon no longer be offended by having his com¬ 
positions,designated.as popular. 
Music teachers, who are worthy of the name, make as 
much money by teaching as the workers in any other 
profession can. Many a man' in business for himself does 
not clear as much mopey in a year as plenty of hard- 
orl ng compete t nusie teachers do. It >nly th< 
•zy, afaiftl ss, inc mpet n s call d ichei o music 
who try to live on air .alone, who bring public odium on 
a co paratis • In rative professic i Tb po * non 
of talent is nothing unless it is accompanied by that en¬ 
ergy arid industry which give it a place in the busy world. 
It stands to reason, that to secure success in life, the 
m >si ian wl ether t« achf r ox tist, n i at be a nai an J 
c titivate mo - , a rnirig talen 4 c otl er mt ri M i i jiari* 
must learn to take practical views of Art life. Whether 
they are willing or not, the world will force them to learn 
th< hard le jc n of life. 
The music teacher who is not in love with his profes¬ 
sion, and who is continually pointing out its drawbacks, 
will be a malcontent in any business or, profession. 
The profession of teaching is a line of work for which 
few people are folly adapted. It requires a different set 
of faculties to pnt forth truths in teaching than to receive 
them. Therefore, the good theorist and accomplished 
practical musician is not necessarily a teacher. There 
re e great many peoph whos triinds aw filled with 
kn wledg< yet, )e ati« they .'have lot the fat ltj of 
expressing it to others in understandable language, they 
always fail ss teachers. Many pupils make a great 
mistake % presuming that'a good singer or player Is 
necessarily a good teacher. 
The musician of to-day does not go abont unshaven 
and unshorn, trying to make, a too-easilygulled public 
believe, that he is full of the eccentricity of musical 
genius. Fortunately, this is too. practical an age to 
tolerate such ill-disguised -charlatanry.- ■ The-successful 
music teacher of modern times looks just like any other 
professional or business man, and is ust as tidy md 
methodical in his dress and habits as the most prosaic 
of bookkeepers. 
Every effort should be made to awaken the mnsical 
feeling of the pnpil. The good teacher will knowhow 
to do this by numerous little iriethods which he must fit 
to the individuality of tfie pupil. Many players and 
Bingers are mechanical musicians because they have 
been taught too much mechanism and too little music. 
Care should be taken that the pnpil’ g soul be not 
smothered in the drudgery of finger exercises, however 
indispensable they may be in their proper place. 
Another point to. be insisted on is that the student 
must endeavor to always produce tone and not mere 
sound, f or a mnsical sound may be produced mechanic¬ 
ally, while tone must be produced with artistic expres¬ 
sion, which muBt far overstep mechanical means. 
The relation between teacher and pupil should be the 
same as that between the doctor and his patient. The 
teacher should be the wise physician who must learn the 
weakness, needs arid ailments of his patient, the pnpil, 
and put hit l on the right path 
Do not imitate the singing or playing of yonr teacher 
Strive for as individuality tor yourself. 
Respect the teacher, who helps yonr intellectual as 
mnch as your mechanical progress in music. 
' Cant and pretension in music are systematically being 
poshed to the wall by the vigorous strides which common 
sense is making in the. Art. "We .have too long been 
talked arid mttpn to in bed id languages ibont nusie 
We demand plain Anglo-Saxon as a medium of com¬ 
munication between musicians and muBic lovers. There 
is nothing mysterious about music bnt the ignorance 
which ;ome p«ople briiig to if. 
Yonng pianists and organists should cultivate the prac 
tice of improvisation, T9 improvise is often to rouBe 
the creative energies, arid by this means sometimes §owers of composition are awakened which would else 
ave slumbered through life. 
Many a musician has found, to his benefit, that the 
best cure for his superfluous egotism iB to associate with 
musicians who know more than himself and yet make no 
'unbecoming parade of their knowledge. 
Sympathy and deservedly bestowed praise are two of 
'fie necessaries for the "proper'development-of the mu¬ 
sician’s art life. Without them his working ambition is 
apt o become stagnant _ 
The musician should never permit himself to become 
a recluse. He should move round among the people, 
and keep abreast uf tig every;day topics of mankind. 
The true musician shonld have capabilities far beyond 
his works. If he be a song writer he ahould have reserved 
within him at least the technical ability, if not the innate 
genius, to compose an oratorio or a symphony. 
Such are the rapid otridgs that {classic music la making 
MUSICAL ANALYSIS AND PHRASING. 
Very few of those who riaerely dabble in music ever 
dream of the pleasnre that would be added to a merely 
technical performance if a knowledge of mnsical form 
were added to the education of the fingers. Probably 
not one in a hundred of the drawing-room amateurs 
krows anything about the architefctare of the pieces so 
glibly played. It is.only that performer who can recog¬ 
nize the relationship of the component parts to the 
whole who can give a really intelligent rendering of tte 
composer’s intention. If two pianists of equal technical 
abilities perform a Beethoven Bonata, the clearer pre¬ 
sentation will be given by the one who knows exactly 
what constitutes the chief theme, where the second 
theme begins and ends, what portions of the subject 
matter the development is dealing whh, when the return 
of themes takes place, what.the coda is built upon, etc. 
But there are smaller divisions than these which demand 
recognition. Just as poetry is bnilt np froin syllable to 
poetic foot, from foot to line, and from line to Btanza, 
music can be synthetically followed from note to section, 
from section to phrase, and from phrase to period, and a 
knowledge of mnsical form is absolutely essential to a 
proper presentation of these. In poetry these divisions 
become in part recognizable by the spacing of the prin¬ 
ter. The line in poetry stands by itselfi while the corre¬ 
lative phrase in, music is merged into the general mass; 
yet the true reader senses the lesser accents and divi¬ 
sions which cause hexameter, pentameter,- etc., and the 
iambus, the trochee, the amphibrach, or the anapaest 
are recognized in accent if not always in name. What 
would one think, for example, of a reader who would 
render the first stanza of “ Casabianca: ”— 
“The boytlood; 
On the,burning deck whence all. 
But he had fled the flames, 
-.. . ThatMt the battle’s wreck. 
Shone on o’er the dead.” 
The above seemB absurd in every feature, yet exactly 
such absurdities are frequently perpetrated by those who 
attempt to play classical, pieces without having some 
knowledge of their architecture. Let any person with¬ 
out a perception of the subtleties of musical phrasing try 
to perform a piano transcription of the scherzo move¬ 
ment of Beethoven’s “ Ninth Symphony,” especially 
in the passages where . three-barred and four-barred 
rhythms follow each other, and he will make of it some¬ 
thing akin to the disguise of the familiar quotation 
above. If such knowledge is necessary in the perform¬ 
ance of symphony or sonata, in fugues it becomes still 
more imperative. It is very seldom that one hears an 
amateur play a-fugue intelligibly. The fugue is the very 
flower of musical form, the perfection of logic in muBic. 
Here, more than in any other style of composition, one 
can vetch 4- owth f a mnsical figure 01 4 raa into 
a whole composition as a seed grows into a tree. Yet 
all this logic, all this growth, is loBt to the sense if the Serformer has pot studied musical analysis and form. 
[any of those ,who attain to sonata or fugue playing 
commit lh< error of b -1; ng mnsical i&rcbi e< ure after 
they hAve acquired technical ability : this is putting the 
cart before the horse with a vengeance (or building the 
house frorri the roof downward) for if the study is taken 
up simultaneously with/the work-of classical playiqg 
the labor of both is lightened, one assisting the other. 
Therefore, whether the ybung musician, is radet 
conservative, whether tie ini ends" to compose or • 
whether he desireB to become a concert artiHt or only to 
/playAn private. “ for, his .own amazement,” ir. v, sii 
bound to devote a reasonable part of his time to tl^e 
study of the architecture of his art.—Musical Herald. 
Touch ia to the pianist what a good management 
of the voice ia to the vocalist, or a good action of, the 
bow to the violinist—the _ means of producing. agreeable 
sounds and of executing difficultifes.—T. Tdyt&r. 
PUBLISHEB’S NOTES. Harmony is aa necessary to the music student as arith- 
7~-, ' ■ . . metic to a merchant. Price 50 cents, postpaid. 
Plkask look at the expiration date of your subscription ___ 
for The Etude, which you will find on the,wrapper in Those of our readers who are interested in string and 
which your magazine is mailed. If your subscription wind instruments will like to avail themselves of the fol- 
h&s expired please remit for the new year. lowing offer 
Wehave a very large stock ofmnsic for the violin, ’cello, 
flute, cornet, clarionette, ana harp, for solo and with 
piano, id as lets, trios, quartets,, and in other abina- 
tions of these instruments, written by the best compos- 
m se ecting sue era, such as Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Paganini, De 
desired to meet the teacher’s needs and work. r. • f «u«oS«„i 
UBefbl hints. I will do all in fmyrpowpr to give them 
circulation. Your^ respectfully, 
^"Ahhi* 8; Pkfeim^RGABT. 
Have often ’intended writing yon my thanks for patting 
into the hands of teachers the good works you have 
recently published.- ’Tapper’s “Music Life” has'been 
studied over and over again without 'finding a time to 
step—it's a gold mine, and well repays hunting for 
nuggets. The Mason Techniques are also .invaluable 
to those unable to receive instruction from'thq author 
himself. How The EtuPe is-growing I ’ I" am delighted 
with every number, and wonder what novelty vnll come 
next month. It’s a grand magazinp. r 
, Faithfully yperi}, , . 
Madame Obipren. 
I have received the three volumes of ‘‘Touch and 
Technic,” and am very orach pleased. -.1" am’ sure the 
good results will be rapidly obtained1 by a careful study 
of the work as laid out in: the three volumes! now pub¬ 
lished of V Touch and Technic.” ..»• 
Mrs. H. W. Stormer, 
Aspen, Colo. 
“ Theory Explained to Piano Students,” by Dr. 
~ ' J " ». • I began with the first lesson, 
in my classes, and they are very much interested. 
M. Clark. 
But a small part of the music that we publish is issued 
in the pages of The Etude. On another page will be 
found a careful description of onr recent sheet music. 
The descriptions are written to help 
musicas is 
The ‘‘Album for the Cottage Organ,” by J. G. E. 
Stehle, is a collection of mnsic from the classical and 
standard composers especially arranged for the require¬ 
ments of this instrument. The work is in two volumes meil charges to be paid by the person receiving the music, 
of 85 pages each, containing about thirty pieces in each an<^ It expected that abont one-third shall be taken, 
volunu ' Price 75 cts. each It is lesired that the special instruments, authors, ind 
. .. gn d( of difficulty be m snt'u ned in yc or ordei 
Every teacher knows Schumann’s “Album for the —r- 
Young.” We have published a fine and valuable edi- “ Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians” is the Clarke, ! Wasglacfto see, 
tion of this album. Several of the pieces are annotated only complete encyclopsedia of music in the English using it' 
and all are carefully edited. Our edition has a biographi- language, the “Webster’s Unabridged” ofmnsic. A 
cal aketch of the composer and his “ Sixty-eight Rules standard work, indispensable to every teacher and ~ ;.: 
for Young Musicians,” thus making it an especially de- advanced student. It answers every question about SPECIAL NOTICES!! 
sirable edition. Price 76 cents, postpaid. music. Finely written biographies of noted composers , . , ~TTT 
_ ■ _ . ... „ . Notices for this column inserted at 3 cants a wore 
, ■■■■■■■■■■“ ■! i ■■■■ .. and musicians. It contains a complete history Or mnsic. payable in advance. Gopy mast be received b 
The coarse of rtudiea for the reed organ spoken of in B tnown inslninient, ancient or modern, ia fnlly 
a recent number of Tea ^ Etodb is nader preparation, deJcribed. AU ainsioal term, and Italian words of 
and to be pobhahed m time for the fall trade of « oapresaioa are foil, defined. Ever, branch of mneifial l 2,»ts^lt E “Zl 
Great care is being given to it, and it is being made artOTitte„ np bj tbe n0B, celebrated speciallata. No ShnrcbTr parlor- Tpertct Sty M 
entirely from new standpoints, not only developing bey- j;^rary compete without this great work. No teacher FlatbnBh, cor. Clarkson St., Long Island 
board technic, bat e expressive powers o t e p ayer, -8 prgpare(J answer the many questions constantly - ' ' : 
and teaching analysis and phrasing, use of stops, etc. arisi nnles8 he hm tWa dictionary. , Ho mnsic pupil T3IANO FOR SALE.-A first-class sqn 
.—— - . » u ■ . ... . \ Jl wul be sold at a great sacrifice. A 
All good players want a fine edition of Chopin’s cim do thorough work and folly investigate the subjects j 
“ Waltzes.” We have just published them in a volume that he is studying without this complete “ Dictionary of - 
tkat also contains a biographical sketch of the composer Music and Musicians.” In four volumes. Regular price "OOR SALE;—A_Practice Clavier and 
JL’ little used. Emma C. Dewhurat, . 
Louisville Ky.\ 
adds greatly to one's interesHn the study of his writings. To the subscribers of The Etude and onr patrons we -——— -:-—- 
This edition ia well engraved and is printed on good make an offer: The four volnmes for only Eighteen T>IANI8TE seeks position as teacher in 
paper. Bonnd in stiff paper, similar to Heller’s “ Thirty Dollars ($18.00), or single volumes at $4.50. Also, we X Is a splendid performer and can f 
Selected Studies.” Price $1.00, postpaid. give the complete Dictionary for thirty subscriptions to ^ Seppeb^oTwilloS 
-— The Etude. V ‘ ' ‘ 
Really goodand tuneful four-hand music of the easy 
grades is hard to find. We have lobbed and played bver 
hundre<|sand hundreds of pieces in selecting those found 
in Yol. II of “School of Four-hand Playing.” Every «The Organ,” Landon’s method, came safely. It p a 
piece is pleasing and serves a practical purpose, as well exceeds my highest expectation in regard to it. I can’t j“9nserv* 
as being interesting. Teachers will find material in this attempt to describe my enthusiasm on showing it to 
book of great value for the cultivation of time, sight- friends, but I was excited to the extent one xriight be t 
i gold mine T T 
reading, taste, and Btyle. Price $h00, postpaid. Ella T. Meddaugh. Douis du 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical Your latest publication, “ Mnsic Life and How to Monday 
and useful technical qualities of the “ Course of Piano Succeed in It ” reached me, and I am much pleased exactly t ■ -n a ,n n, r, m. ' with it, as it nils a very important place in ones musical a liurop 
A EUE0PEA1 G0NSEEYAT0EY .Of ST. LOUIS, TESTIMONIALS, 
We are now making’ more favorable offers than ever before. The variety, of premiums is large enough to meet the 
wants of all. We have especially endeavored to offer premiums suitable for presents. 
That everything in this list is also offered for sale. Full particulars, including prices, postage, express charges, etc., are 
given with each article. Large and heavy articles sent by express at the cost of purchaser or receiver at destination. 
HOW TO SECURE SUBSCRIBERS TO “THE ETUDE.” "4™ 
really is there is no difficulty whatever in securing a list; in fact, our large subscription list is due to the worth of THE ET1JBE to musical 
people. A copy of it left in the hands of a musical person will speak for itself. Hence, first leave a copy with a prospective subscriber for a day 
or two, for inspection, and call attention to the Prospectus, found on another page, where its features are described. Send for a few sample copies 
for this purpose. You can, of course, let several persons see the same copy by not leaving it at any one place for more than a few days. Sub¬ 
scriptions can begin with any number back to the beginning of the year. 
Subscriptions can be sent in when you like, and we will keep your account, so you can select a premium when you have finished your 
solicitations. Money to be sent with orders each time, of course. 
A 'C- Every article offered has been personally inspected, and in describing them we have been exact, 
¥?UnU I y UUH 1 iLnU'L.llw. an<j have not in the least overstated the truth; in fact, we keep within our-motto, “ GOODS 
BETTES THAN ADVERTISED.” Our readers can order these goods in perfect confidence. As Premiums we make especially liberal 
offers, and to purchasers the:prices are below current rates, and in many instances even below publishers’ and manufacturers’ prices. In every 
instance great value for the money is offered. 
How to Understand Music, by W. S. B. Math- Dictionary of Music, by W. S. B. Mathews. Given 
ews. Either vol. 1 or II lor four subscriptions, price for three subscriptions. Price $1.00, post-paid. 
1.35 each. | $1.60 each, post-paid; or for six subscriptions both A correct and complete musical dictionary, tastefully 
volumes will be given. and durably bound in cloth. A valuable feature is the 
These books contain a great amount of information names of the classical and modern musicians, phonet- 
regarding the inner structure of music, thus showing the ically spelled, thus giving the pronunciation. This book 
pupil how to play with an effective expression. They serves as an encyclopaedia where more expensive works 
also contain excellent biographies of the masters and are not at hand. This is a valuable presentation book, 
special material for pupils mnsicales. 
A president of a college said*. “ I have always en- 
?ed vocal mnsic, but- had found very little interest in 
LIBERAL CASH I REM JMS 
.. On® Subscription, no deduction,.... . . . . . . $1.80 
Two Subscriptions! 
Three 
Four “ 
Five “ ' 
Eight “ ■ 
Ten ..." 
Fifteen “ 
Twenty s .1.00 “ 
WITH CASH DEDUCTIONS NO OTHER PREMIUM IS GIVEN. 
WHAT THE PREMIUMS ARE FOR. . 
We Offer Premiums to Subscribers for Their Trouble in 
Securing Hew Subscriptions. / 
NO PBEMIUM GIVEN EOB ONE SUBSOBIPTION. 
Teachers and Pupils will find a large list of mu¬ 
sical works offered as premiums, thus giving them an 
opportunity of forming a musical library and at the same 
time helping the cause of music by introducing The 
Etude to musical people. -We recommend the follow¬ 
ing works aa being particularly desirable:— 
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS. 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas 
... Tapper. ... Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.60. 
practical encyclopaedia in the English language. An 
invaluable work to every mnsic teacher and earnest stu¬ 
dent. Besides an exhaustive treatment of every ques¬ 
tion in the whole held of music, it contains a biography 
of eveiy famous composer. 
LIBERAL OFFER OF MUSICAL WORKS. 
. If yon send your own subscription with a. new one, 
two in all, with $3.00 cash, you can have any one of the 
following premiums■ ■ 
Music Teachers’ Class Book, Phrasing Stu¬ 
dies by Mathews, Bach’s Lighter Composi¬ 
tions, Mendelssohn (Songs Without Words), Cho- 
pin l. ctumes SJbum f Instt ctivr« Pi 
(new), Studies in Melody Playing (Macdougali), 
30 Selected Studies from Stephen Heller, or 
Two Dollars’ Worth of Sheet Mnsic from our 
Catalogue# 
If you send your own subscription with two new ones, 
three in all, with $4 60, you can have your choice of one 
of the folio >re . - 
Music Folio' >r JRoU New Lessons in Har- 
niony (Fillmore), Technic (Spengh ’s) x'x av*’ 
cal Harmony (Ritter), Fifteen Copies Pupils’ 
Lesson Book, Sonatina Album (Presser), Coun¬ 
terpoint and Canon (Ayres), Mozart Complete 
Sonatas,* or 
Three Dollars’ Worth of Sheet Mnsic from our 
, Catalogue* ' - . 
If you sdnd your own subscription and three new sub¬ 
scriptions, with $6.00, a premium from one of the fol¬ 
lowing will be given ;-t- 
Artof Piano Playing (Clarke), Course in Har¬ 
mony (Howard). Pianoforte Instructor (Howe), 
Studies in Measure and Rhj thru ( Crause) Sys 
tem of Pianoforte Teohnio (Howe), Unbound 
Volume of Etude (1887, 1888, 1889, or 1890), Well- 
Tempered Clavichord (Bach), Landon’s Reed 
Organ Method. . „ 
0TJR MOST POPULAR PREMIUM . 
is a year’s subscription IoThe Etude for four sub¬ 
scriptions, with $6 00. 
THE PUPILS* SPECIAL OFFER. 
Music books from the well-known catalogues of Peters, 
Litolff, Auqeher & Co.,, and Bekitkopf & Hartel. 
These catalogues contain standard knd classic mnsic in 
the greatest variety of arrangements and for 
_s, both solo and in combinations,. ^hewjtifialy 
| printed, and edited by famous musicians. 
This book is selling rapidly andls most warmly com¬ 
mended by both professional and amateur musicians. A 
good book for presentation to students or teachers. 
Chats with Music Students, by Thomas Tapper. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. 
This bo i. has met with an extraordinary sale, and iB 
nest pnpilB. It makes a de¬ 
sirable presentaticc hook for parents to give to their mu¬ 
sical children or for teachers t present to their pupils. <" 
Mi ose by W. F. Ga^es. Given lor four 
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. • 
This book presents the very best sayings on musical 
topics; chosen m the high* rr-n’Hjs of authors; 170 
authors, 600 quotations. Elegantly bound for a presen¬ 
tation book. Would be acceptable to any lover of mnsic. 
It is desirable as a table ornament and especially for the 
teacher's studio, where pupils and callers can take it up 
and read while waiting. 
Pianoforte Music, by John'C. Fillmore. Given for 
four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. 
•* Interestingly written. A comprehensive outline • of 
musical history in its relationLta the pianoforte, from the 
beginning of the Christian, era to recent times; and it 
also contains short biographies of the great masters, 
with a critical estimate of their compositions. A stand- 
rnsd work in the leadin ies. Valuable pre- 
sentation book. 
Lessonsin Musical History, by John C. Fillmore. 
■ Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. 
. Written especially to interest pupils. It covers the 
entire field of musical development, as oratorio, opera, 
orchestra, piand, organ, etc. Makes a valuable book to £ resent to a music pupil. able style for presentation. 
lueical Culture,, by Carl Merz. Given for five Whys and Wherefores of Music, by H. Sher- 
1 subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.76. woodVtninq. Given for two subscriptions. Price 
. This is a delightful book, one that sets the reader to 60 cts., post-paid. . 
thinking.- Especially desirable to teachers, pupils, and ' This book answers the questions that are constantly 
amateurs who like to know the underlying principles and coming to the mind of the inquiring pupil regarding 
reasons of what so stirs them when hearing music. Gopd time, fingering, ndiatfon, touch, expression, embellish- 
book to present to ministers and choir leaders &8 well as ments, rhythm, etc., etc. A valuable book forpresenta- ments 
to teachers, pupilB, and amateurs. “ tion to pnpils. <•' • il 
vev. Given for four subscriptions. Price $1.26, 
post paid. ■ i • _ 
This book is intended for those who cannot enjoy in¬ 
struction from superior teachers and are remote from 
musical centres. It gives help and suggestions for self- 
improvement. It is written in the conversational style, 
and was first published in the Ladies' Home Journal as 
a serial. Elega- 'y bound for presentation. 
The Study of the Piano, by H. Parent. Given for 
three subscriptions. • Price,, pqst-jgpcL$1.00., 
This work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book, and takes the place of the primer and catechism. 
The book has 12? pages, and is well bound in cloth. 
Parents will do well in selecting thiB book as a present 
to their musical children. Teachers order it in_ quanti¬ 
ties. A few of the subjects treated are ; General Advice 
on Practice ; Necessity of Counting; Musical Memory; 
On Reading Music; The Pedal; Overcoming Bod Hab¬ 
its, etc., etc. * 1 
Piano Teaching, by Felix le Coupdey. Given for 
three subscriptions. Price 76 cts., post-paid. ■ 
This book is mpre for pupils than for teachers, al¬ 
though of interest to both. The book abounds in prac¬ 
tical helps and advice. A good presentation book. 
Palmer’s Piano Primer, by H. R. Palmer. Given 
^rAiysiaiVKj 
POPULAR tjsaomeisw. 
POCKET METRONOME 
SIM. HUT. OEAT ADD IDEUPEOSIVE. From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which tie Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
PRIJGE $1.00. BOU&30 113 BOARDS. 
Price, l^iokel-plated, 80 Cents, net. Postpaid. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium*to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
170* CKESTHVT 8T„ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
1 Volume, ISfmo. JGagm SG3, Jhrice $9.00. Beamti- 
fully printed on fine heavy paper, and handsomely 
hound zoith gilt top and uncut edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and ■ the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
togetl er i ml inatt< hi work 
ras jrigln lly undertaken i ate t-bool forth 
use of thle Chicago I ical Col . , ccuj ng an 
interr diat " very long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written. 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing, 
This is an excellent offer, and comes rarely for procaring 
a good instrument, by procuring the above number of 
subscriptions for this journal. The organ is cheap only 
in price; in workmanship, or qnality of material used it is 
the best. The names of the subscribers need not all be 
sent in at one time, bat begin at once to interest your 
friends and pupils, and send in the'Subscriptions as you 
procure them, bnt let ns know that you are working for 
the organ. When the required number is procured, the 
organ will be sent either by freight or express at the 
expense of the receiver. The organ is the one known 
as the Carpenter Companion Organ, No. 2. A full de¬ 
scription of it will be sent upon application. A warranty 
for eight years is given with each instrument. 
PAmEE’8 
Hew Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
. of Musical Terms. 
S«Q© TEEMS UlEJPIMIESIfco ' 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering abont all that is 
required by musical students and teacherB. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
7 PBICE SB COEMT©. 
Address TtHIE®lB©i8E fPS8ESSE0Sp 
1704 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
PRICE ----- - $1.80. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of'little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression y 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
SONATINA ALBUM 
001PIL m BY THEO. PUSSES, 
e . $1.00, Bound in Board Cover, 
u Volume / Now Ready. $1.00 Each Grade, 
u 
88 -—— 
at 
W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted mu- 
Bicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of 6tudes, 
jj? and from them selected such os are moBt useful for 66 , . ' - 
meeting every necessity in a teacher’s experienced 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical and 
useful technical qnalities of these 6tudea. _ ■ 
H There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
Jjj containing about thirty pages, and the studies in each 
|2] volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
L. simple form. 
THE ETUDE' 
•- 
Our Concert Grand 
structed as to insure the Most B 
operated by the knees. This 
which often, through damp weath 
ance. The appearance of the Org 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
A Q O 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
■WHITE FOB I»K,ICD.-El©.-A<aelr©s3 
320 and 322 South.. Tenth Street, and 
030 and 041 Walnut Street, 
B£A©rF.OK9 PA. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MANUP6 CO., 
....... '....V 
musical mosaic; 
By F GATES. 
81.60 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
F" 
■IS-. 
Every teacher—every student—should own'tVSusicei 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 4 
As a presentation volnme it cannot be excelled. 
THE " OLD HOMESTEAD.” 
.■ (March Brlllaats for Hass, by CABL SBAI318.) 
This brilliant March is dedicated to Denman Thompson, and Is 
played every-night by his orchestra in the Old Homestead play 
With GREAT SUCCESS. A NICE TEACHING PIECE. Pf ice 40 eta. 
Also send for the beautiful song. “ flock the Little Cradle.” This 
song is used by the best of singers and leacbets. Price 40 eta. A 
11 ei i tacoun to l cheis Send e 1 orders to 
0, V7. LABS, Publisher, Gloucester, Mass. 
RMilt STU 2 IE8, 
From the Von BiilouT Edition. 
Pm, © 1 11 iTi). W-1 KEw L B 0U • ID. 
• LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO'.THE PROFESSION. ^ ~ 
The Volume contains the choicest of the .Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
boohs. This abridged edition can be used in moat eases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
. ' THE#. PSHffiB; ■ , 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
VOL. 81. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
AIbo containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which 5b as practical as it is valuable. The principles 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the 
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Rnbinetein. 
Br W. M. Tbblqib. 
GrsabtatBasieelSdidty of the Times, 
@©141760. DUET, 01.00. 
This great piece la played with 
lb dla and whips, (chorua ad lib.) 
Creates unbounded enthusl- 
asm wherever played Just what 
yon want.; wtm already Bold. 
8end76o fortbooolo.or $1 for the 
»pa< and we will send a pair o 1 
.BUSI8 00., Mazda©, Mn- 
I fliri 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
BY 
,a 
X OB 
- - - • .s 1-0 o 
This booh makes .work easy for ’E'EME 'EEACMEIE—the young 
especially—and the study of music clear and attractive for iriHIS 
IPUIPIII.. It is a new departure and is a step in advance of any¬ 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells When, Wilier?® sad maBclB should 
be studied or given in 'fflueaisy, TTeetamie and Tlae Me®©, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
he young teacher. Bead what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profess! n, h s to say f the worl — 
“Me E. M, Shoto t, 
“Dear Sir:—I have received the copy of ‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and th^nk you for sending it, I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work. It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon 
which effective practice is based. Tbe various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and quality pf practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, by sowing* poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
eaulta in plan forte playing 
“ Yours sincerely, 
" ' “WttLlAM MabOH.” 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
PRACTICAL. AWP . ■gg.EJJMNG.. . 
Art of Pianoforte Playing 
CLARKE, JViua. 
Price $1.60, Postpaid. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in snch a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSED,. .PHILADELPHIA. 
Slum k tie Cottage Organ, 
By J. G. E. STEELE. 
TWO TolPWifig. Price 75 cis. each. 
These books contain about thirty pieces each, 
by the best standard and classic composers, ar¬ 
ranged especially for the Reed Organ. In size 
and style similar to the Peters Editions. These 
volumes are a desirable supplement to any reed 
organ method, the pieces being of Orades III to 
VI. Discount to teachers. 
HE 3E Ol E PRESSES®. ■ ’ 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
neat and substantial 
4MUSIC V FOLIOS,^ 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Pries 7fi Gents. 06.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio to without spring hack or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address yh'6®„ PRESSER, PSiiia.. Pa. 
“On Teaching and Teaching Beform.” By A. B. Parsons and 
Constantin Sternberg.............. ..25 eta. 
“ What Shall we I’lay, or Muaicat Education in the Home.” 
Bettera to a Lady Sri end. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,.,....... ......25 eta 
“ Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or PnpiL” By Aloys 
Henneo,............15 ©to. 
“Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte” A collection ofabout 
00 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,..!.10 ets. 
Met )f 8tudj For Amateurs.)- Bj M ir .< 
. The Five aenat Ivj If tali ff®a> 5© eta. ' ' 
ddre nblia ler \ ■ ■ 
TMfcO. PRESSERp mm CSaeatfflfflt SL, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
OF 
The only Complete Bnoyelopsadia of Mnaio in 
the English. Language. 
Bound in handuome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up In boxe3 and 
sold only In complete seta. This new edition Includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, ’ - - - $2.50. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
[aiglg ffumbefrg °* Jhe Etude 
Unbound Volumes for 1888, r 
« <> 188? . 
$1,60, 
1.60, 
Postpaid, 
it a 
“ 1888, - -1.60, it 
M u 45 1889, 1.60, U 
Bound H 44 1880, 
44 1887, - 
2.60, a 
ti U 2.69. n 
U a 44 1888, - 2.60, a 
H a 44 1889, 2.60, ti 
U u 44 1890, - 2.60, << s 
61 ti 44 1891, - 2.60, u 
Odd Back Numbers, Unbound, 76 oents per dosan. 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of Tints MSndo that its 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE. PRESSER,*. 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
3r. T o \ 
Gives Sesssms personally 
Connterpoimt, €as$@n and 
I ®wsig®3i«*»a4i©ia. ' Students prepared for musical examinations. 
nr_a. i)_... _3__u. ____ y~\_-.111 _ 
9 
srmii) and IVEHSITY, OREE 
- laotruction given in ail Departments of Mualc. 
WII , JAM MASON Mus. E oc. 
I2XT FO^K BOOKS: ■ 
PART I.—The Two-Finger Exercises. 
P IR F 11.- Fhe Scales Rhythm caiiy 1 eatec. 
PART ill.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated. 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions.;-^ and ^ 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address Oratorio Work, 
RISUKSfS 4S and 4Ss BUSliS PIJlLBlBGSp • - • five courses of study. 
Scronton, Pa. Boora, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reaeonablo rata*. 
...- .— .. For Circulars, apply to 
A PLACE- FOR [JORTMEEUJ GIRLS TO SPEND TE5E WINTER. Jaiihb h. how dbsabt, q-beushoastZiBi, ietd. 
dionr^OL-vnCoiry off1 rimnfie, EUareiats XYrinEaunr^fion C©II- For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
t©K@, At9is8jir«8®M,"W:a. S80Y feet al>©w© sea level! ® p? . Martin, d.d., ta d.. College of Liberal Art?:, 
deltehtfttl.Ollinate. Modern courses of study in P’ man. a.m;, Umn >1 of Theology, 
training;, Organ and Theory. Lectures, Concerts, Artlsta’ EecltalE Alexander C.Downey, ix.d., Dean of School of law. 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger exercises discarded. Tfichni- Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art; . ■ 
con and Practice Clavier used. Send for circulars. . namuolS. Parr. “ Normal Sob col. 
r ed.’ e l ; ga: 
n o a C ? 
A. Hi. rJIAIdailiEErill'ElK, EJcnoapnB UMirescfroi?. —~ 
! fl£©w. S. H. BiiJEilS.ISHi, IpirealfiesBii, F 
PART IV.— School of Octave and Bravura Concerto, -Piano-Recitals-and Piato loatractioiL 
... . ... - Irs od will accommodate wo young ladle . i hoarde 3 in 
rlaymg—Ifl preparation. her family during the winter, who desire a thorough musical edu¬ 
cation with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence,. 
- 25B8B CJoaTimr57 S8.p EmoQffifnij, ESass. 
PRICE OF EACH $1 OO. ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
- MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teachci of the 
An original system for the development of a complete ORGAN — AN D — PIANOFORTE 
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist. Its 3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
.i . , x * x- a x- f ,i No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
dlBUnguismng characteristics 8>re l jo.ii active use ot tne students studying for the profession. 
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid BAXTER PERRY. . 
and thorough development; the application of accents, Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch Lseturs Sfifiitals at SsllegOS Sfid Conservatories a Specialty, ; 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic ^"SJSSIZZ 
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that 10th 40 the desirinfrecSfeS. thata$^°“ h“ direct 
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. — ; 
All of which i. »pp.ied to .he «**, end e,pre»si,e ^RS. GSARY CRECORYHURRAY 
rendition of musical compositions. 
MBS, W. H. SHSBWOOB, 
J a in  it j e Ho . 
mEW Y0RK COLLEGE OF UUSIC, 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director.' 
■ .ptrse. 
Principal of Vooal Department. 
AH branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
-N O TIP E .- 
The New York College of Music will-remove 
September 1st from 163 East ?Oth Street to Its 
new and handsome building, 128 and ISO East 
S i s»t i eat. > •- 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
17<04 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BEAUTIFUL AM IBfSTRUCTiVE. 
suet 
By CAR]L MCERZ, BffUSo SR. 
PRICE • $1.75; 
CONTENTS.' . 
GeniuB, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil; To 
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contain:; over 
200 pages and Is printed in most excellent style. 
) * ih 1 lid: a eclal Terra < ties on his dire: 
route . ilrir ; recitals at hat - n s. 
PJ'JBGs H&lAil  ©K GOISY RfflyKKAV 
(PUPIt 01 V,,J- M SON) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“HASOBT METHOD OF TOUCH AETD TECHHIC.” 
Will Iso ml en > nta for C< r Hanoi ectur a w h | 
niustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Glasses of Students. ! 
Address, Care of The Etude. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TENOR AMD'INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
M. TTlfc.A.O Y». 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1858-62, 
. j it [ -v ■ Sr-. viVl \ ■ - Ik 
■■ BBWBI nte© 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 685 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (88 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 6, and April 6. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
, W. B. MOB, Directors 
, ■ ■■■■■'■■ . OBERLIN, OHIO. 
-\nnngffi mQlSHCAIL nEJS'H'HTTlUTriE IS® 
| VONSBB FlftEI W 1081®, 
PQ^kC^BST,YfEElHJj, Barren, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
-terms:- ir of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
860.00 for twenty one-honrlosBons. $30.(10 for twenty half-hour lessona. ^ & facu,ty of tbe highest excellence and efficiency. 
37 Fort f venue, or Chickerlng’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free 
JIUMSU® ihASTA, Seen 
AMUSIMG AID IISTBUCTIVEn 
W. RHYS-HERBERT, 
. Has. Bae.; Gold Medalist, 1882; 
Teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Etc., 
BY CORRESPONDENCE. 
7 Puptla prepared for Musical Examinations. Terms, Moderate. 
Po ADDRE88. HAZLETON, PA, 
8r MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
- TEACHER OP PIANOFORTE 
f. 'J: i f J i - - 
STASOH’® AMI> TECMMIC.” 
573 Madison Ave., New York,}Wedne8anlSaturday. 
1 141 Montague St., Brooklyn, J^ThS^ay^n/trlday. 
STANDARD WOIK9. • ‘ 
fUNA’S TBACTICAt. HAEMONY........82 (M) 
Dana’s Pbaotioal Thobough Bass.....1 00 
The Amt of Fingering...... 75 
National School for Cornet......2 CO 
Progressive Studies FpR Violin...Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
DAM’S MUSItiAX. IHSTSTims, 
WARREN, OHIO. . 
'echnicon 
A MEOHANIOAL APPLIANOE 
FOR THE 
A GAME E0E EYEBY MUSIC STUDEISTT. 
iPBSBOE m> ©TS., iP@STIPA0©. 
tevelopment of Piano Technic. 
ror seacners of binging.. 
GEO. E. HOOT, President. PHEDEBIC W. HOOT, Director. 
243 WABASH AVE.. CHICAGO. 
Teachera_prepared in the following departments: 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by / 
any number of players. The object of the game is to  r , r r  i  t  f ll i  rt t 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers aad musicians. . aasiw m^J^IS^SSr SScSS 
Address Publisher, as set forth in The Normal Musical Handbook, T1 
Price, Teacher’s Size, 
Price, Student’s Size, 
$22.50. 
$12.00. 
i live 8 c se! d ; ' . ■ . »««fil CIhob Voice VopfiaBlmor, 
he Teaohere’ Club, 
Boot’s New Course In Voice Culture and Kinging, ete. 
nrmjniVYDT?' ddtooud ■ . XHXjUiJUXhij irnijObljJbL Silver Lake Assemhly, Wyoming Co.,N.Y., in the summer. 
Foi arculai giving MS parti: liars of the Sllv j La e School 
1704 Chestnut Street Philadelnhla Pa of Music, Languages, Oratory, etc.,also Public School Teachers’ 
' 1 Jiiesinu W l ItJipnia, r-i Retreat address REV. WARD PLATT TTornnlluvUi. - * Beti > i A Y B  I L 7 , ells ili 1 * 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
F04 (DHESTITUT STREET, PMCLABELP: 
f!YS^0m , - ' , , 
iiiimmii., aii i „ 
‘MRS., SPEAKER.^ 
MUMOBM&WS CANTATA FOBI «lff©KAI, SOCIETIES, 
OOMPOSED BY A. W. BORST. 
Supply received from Novello, London. 
Address, 
3602 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
MAKCES OF THE 400. By W. T. Francis. Played by 
Cappa’s Band withgreat success. The Finest March ever writ¬ 
ten, Special Offer ©<h»«I to March 1st, 18»2.-©a 
In order to introduce and popularize this beautiful March, we will 
mail a copy to any one sending 26c. in stamps. (The retail price Is 
81.00.) Send 2e. stamp for catalogue and new music sample sheets. 
Teachers' correspondence solicited, American Music Publishing Co., 
12 East 16th Street, Now York City. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
JAberal ttedhictlon in Quantities. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who Hing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all 
who are interested in music, heed this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests/' 
The names of the notes. . J' 
The various keys in which music is written., 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
Ton learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children, 
- Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely nnlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
Price 50 Cents. 
Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church 
music composers; intended specially for. church choirs on various 
occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Mot a 
Mymnaf, nor for usein, the pew, but in the choir. Also just 
the thing for musical family circles. 
flSSriFo Organists and Choirmasters: Send @0 cents for 
a sample copy. You may find it just what you want to brighten up 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use Ms Voice y°u* services. _____ 
Artistically and Hygienical*. ^ ^ ^ 
red ©flSifel©1® off THEODORE PRESSES, 
• m 8 :Ba<t ©] a£ 
1704 Dheatnot St., - „ Philadelphia, Pa. 
«, , jffg E< M LTST/B IS * : % T ' l®13 II i EC'i e©|»s Bats @ md ©i cm »_i > mm 
•U ROrLtlly mer to stndeiita off tBa© Art of Singing, In all toraimellaee, omd off Organ Maying, 
ply by letter. * . 2® V1SSI3Y PTJMSJST, Id taw .YORK CITY. 
IAMBS FROM ABS®AB earn be accommodated wifla board at Ills resident, ■ Address, 
BBS. It. BA¥B®D KOFIcEB, 27® Carlton Avemtae, IBroolklyn, N. Y. 
Second JEdition, 
SI. TB,—Tills fs a revised ami enloir 
the welWoiowa lso«i, “Tlie Old Itoi 
Simsing,” which is ant, off print. 
Address Publisher, 
Y!>2!I©n PRESSED^ 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
FOR RAPIDLY GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
j The inadequate remit® from technical exercises at the piano are well known to piano players, and form 
:. ® -.the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
-M Science, having investigated this___i---—-i 
STUBEMT’S'TEGHNICON. the reasons, of such uneconomical re- ^ 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. 111 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per- /T \ I | , - " g , 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to, both them- Y\ III _ jrR V-i 
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach- si 1 ‘‘ . »■ r.\^ 
t, m e • e l|j8|k fw ili 1 jNjjffiM 
in?, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles m I IBMyiragTiaBiBPM^ 
*« f.!UJUiUMJ 
amiwMgiLE 
iCTCZSm 
r ' Ju i ow f >''i' 
t ’;■■ i'.:r 
Potato “ American Wonder,” 
Pansies, our superb strain, loi 
human, packet. 
Pansy, Extra choice, packet. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. I One writer says : “ Stands at head 
U of all charmer catalogues.” Every 
fes, should have one. Price only ten 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
fhese Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence along 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them m 
Tone, Toil, fortiaiMft li Deraffitf! 
Ivwy Plano M)j Warr&nM ibr 5 Team. 
WS. KWABE Qi €©Bp - 
22 & 24 E. Baltimoi'® Street, BAHUKHSI 
148 Fifth Ave., asar ifOth St., K£W YOAK. 
817 Pennsylvania Ava„ WASHII6MM, B. €3. 
MAH OTACTUEKD M A 1.1, STYLES OB' 
GBSASTOS and UPRIICiHT® 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO . Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge 
The following are now ready:-- ; . . THE J. M. Ai- MSTRl-nO COMPAWT MUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS and PRINTER! 
‘Factories: Brand Rapids and Muskegon "Michigan 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.! 
• > PH BB S TO 1 OB ,C * P 
I it elef mt >ori ait have g jn tfa< greatest satisfac 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the moBt 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSES, PHILADELPHIA. 
R 
f Si s 1 
■ /■ yu a; .• 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47 
-For 1892, only.- glfSsir 
PEACOCK PANSY. A grand fancy flower, petals edged 
with a thin white line, within which is a space of purplish 
crimson, passing into a rich central blotch of deep blue 
shading to black. The coloring is trtily delicious. 
ROSY MORN PANSY. This is a really beau- 
tiful rosy red color with a distinct white edge around each I^JgH 
petal,while the three lower petals are blotched with a deep [SjEnBIM 
purplish red. The flowers are of perfect form and good size. 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. €ady? 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S. Tan 
Clove, Wilson 0. Smith, and Charles W. Laadon. 
These Atudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges- 
ns as > ouel style ind methods of stud ’ hit 
the finest edition of these valuable 6ktdes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
PANSIES. The flowers measure from two-and-one-half 
to four inches across; the ground colors are of all shades 
and they are both three-spoiled and five-spotted, distinctly 
marked with the large blotches. 
We have a beautiful plate, printed in nine colors, of 
the three distinct new Pansies named above, which we will 
mail enclosedflat with our FARM ANNUAL for 1892. 
TI E< AAA PRESSEI, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - PMladelpMa, Pa 
SO fl£! 1 IMG EWTiREi 
Landon’s la id Orga n iatht d 
Greatly improved in the enormous size of flowers* fine ' 
form and increased variety of colors. ' 
IMPERIAL GERMAN, Splendid Mixed Seed of over fifty colors, saved from the finest flowers 
by the German specialist, whose gardens we repeatedly inspected during the past Summer. 
ALL FIVE of the above grand Novelties in Pansies, one packet of each, with instructions 
how to raise the largest Pansies, will be mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cts., or Five Com¬ 
plete Collections for $1.00. No such offer was ever made before, and we hope to greatly extend 
the culture of Pansies by thus popularizing the finest strains of this beautiful flower. Will you 
not take this opportunity of becoming acquainted with their wondrous beauty? Our word for it, 
you cannot invest twenty-five cents in anv ether seeds that will give such satisfaction and delight. 
order now BURPEE’S FARM ANNUAL for 1892, complete 
and ask forJ8@” Seed Catalogue of 
the year. With honest descriptions, truthful illustrations, and colored plates painted from nature, 
it tells all about the BEST SEEDS, including RARE NOVELTIES in Vegetables and Flowers, 
Which Cannot be had elsewhere. (Please mention ■ this paper.) . 
mis m.emoa is somemmg entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and efery possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
' & • h| le C 
THEO. PRESSES, Publisher; 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, A 
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Phllada., Pa 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANIST 
Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
genuine'Mahogany. - 
K MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
. XOE 
ORGANISTS AND ORGAN STUDENTS 
AND ¥OL. 8f 
HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol¬ 
ume is comply Cs in 12 Parts. All the leading 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
The success of the first volume has been unpreeedented in the 
annals of Org n Music in thi >untry. 
The muaic is selected from the most practical and latest compo¬ 
sitions of the best German, French, American and English writers, 
eto., etc. 
We would like to Impress upon you the fact that— 
1st.—The music is edited In the moat careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registration, etc. 
2d.—The Music is printed from. Engraved Plates (not type). 
3d.—No other work gives so much music for so little money. 
4 th.—None of Ike pieces an loo difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number of compositions 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
Aud In addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist¬ 
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬ 
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies of noted 
Organists and Org n C mposors 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
>pme u >f th« t of Orj hi Playing ^ 
The OrganiBtfl’ Journal contains Twenty Pages in Each Part. 
SW1SC RIPTIOH, $8 00 PEI I'M R 
The first and second volumes are now complete. The third vol¬ 
ume is in. course of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on 
x sceipt of the iubseription. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will he sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. • • • • 
fSo @ Ai-/,uA.f 
p _ 1286 Third Ave., IT. Y. City. 
v J the©. p§tE@@eits 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
THE©. PRESSED? 
HOW Ti SUCCEED IN IT, 1704 CHESTNUT ST.r 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER, 
FOE THE 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIV 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are'closely fingered and edited. "We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for 
pieces. . 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT, 
154 TREMQNT ST., BOSTON, MSS. 
MUSIC PUBLISHES. 
SOLS AGKKT IN THS UNITSD STATES FOB 
Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin Ash¬ 
down Collection; Edition Chanot (Violin Music), 
and the Vienna Conservatory Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
NOVELTIES FOE THIS MONTH. , 
SONGS. 
Hood, Helen. Fiv S< ngs: 
No. 1. A Quandary. In B!> (d f)....$0 40 
No. 2. A Summer Song. In A (o#-g). CO 
No. 8. A Cornish Lullaby. In Gl> (dl>-et>)... 86 
No. 4. Expectation. Published in two keys. 
In Bk (d-g), G (b-e)... 40 
No. 5. Slumber Song. Contralto. In G (a-e) 40 
A group of interesting songs by this favorite song 
writer. 
Karst, Emile. Salve Area Foederis (The Holy 
Cross). . 60 
For Tenor or Soprano in F (d-g). 
— Night Song. “ The softly sighing night wind 
breathes over hill and dale.” For Tenor in 
G (d-g). 40 
Lath, H. Elliot. The Golden Hope. “ O love ! 
I remember thy soft, sweet voice’ ... 60 
Published in two keys, (c-eb), F (d-f). A quiet 
song with waltz refrain., 
— Sun of my Soul.  85 
Sacred song for Contralto in I)j} (bj}-dj).) 
Boeder, Martin. “ Shall we roam, my love.” In 
C (d-g). 60 
— Unspoken. In D (e-f$). 60 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
Cagtelli, C. Gloggneiv Tho-Art of Phrasing. 30 
Vocalises for Contralto. Book 1... 1 50 
A new edition of these standard vocal studies. Edi¬ 
ted by G. Federlein. 
PIANOFORTE. _ 
Beethoven, L. Von. Complete Sonatas. (Litolff 
Eiition, No. 1980, a,b,c) Academical Edi¬ 
tion, with, critically revised Text, Fingering, 
Marks of Expression, with Preface and Pre¬ 
paratory Remarks to each Sonata by H. Ger- 
mer. 3 Volumes. Conceded by all to be the 
best edition of these sonatas yet published. 
Bach... 1 50 
ORGAN. 
Lott, Edwin M. Romance in Bb (Roff). .. 60 
Salome, Th. A Set of Ten Original and Charac¬ 
teristic Pieces by the Celebrated French Com¬ 
poser. Now in press. To be issued about 
March 15th. 
-TEACHERS’ FAVORITES.-■ .. 
100 Original Daily Exercises for the Pianoforte. 
By EDMUND NEUPERT. Op. 57. 
Pbice 75 CT8. 
24 Short Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
By A. D. TURNER. Op. 30. 
Pbice, - - Vt. 1, 81.50; Pt. 2, 81.25. 
30 Easy and Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
By HENRY MAYLATH. Op. 163. In two books. 
Pbice 81.25 each book. 
Th© Seal© Practice for Simmers- 
By GOTTLIEB FEDERLEIN. 
A collection of fifty different forms of scales, with a simple piano 
accompaniment for transposition in different keys. 
Pkicis 81.50. 
©TTCTIDIjE© OF VOCAL CADENZAS. 
By Gottlieb Federlein. 
rty cadenzas presen 1 • systematic der, with t m fot x 1 th 
mical divisions, proper phrasing, and artistic shading. 
Pbice 81.25. 
Complete Catalogues and Schmidt’s Plano Teachers’ 
Wm%u l . - fret upon appl option, 
if SF TIE ME PIECES SENT FIB EMIT® IF DESIRED. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
WEGMAN * COMPANY, 
PIANO MANUFACTURERS, 
AUBURN, N. Y. 
All onr Instruments contain the full iron frame and patent tuning pin. The 
greatest invention in the history of piano making. Any radical changes 
in the climate, heat or dampness cannot affect the standing in 
tone of our instruments, and therefore challenge the 
world that ours will excel any other. 
•THE 
*H$SO FfcS**®*4'■■ 
DESIGNED FOR 
i
SCHOOLS, TEACHERS and STUDENTS, 
By WM, B. WAIT, 1 
Author of “ Harmonic Notation(Thro. Presser, 
Phila.), “System of Tangible Musicfor Use of the , 
Blind,“ Measure, Rhythm, and Form? 
The Normal Course iB based upon the fundamental 
idea that, for the purpose of the development, discipline 
and information of the mind, and for teaching the learner 
how to think and to do, Technical studies in Music are as 
useful as any other branch. 
FEATURES OF THE BOOK, 
Clear, concise statements of facts and principles. 
It deals only with essentials. 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions, 
Courses and Steps. 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
The course is as clearly laid out as in any other branch 
of study. 
Practice based upon understanding of means as applied 
to ends. 
It permits the attention to be given to the hands in 
practice, and not to the pages. 
In schools, it will secure uniformity in the instruction 
given. 
. It furnishes* the bases for oral recitations and examina¬ 
tions, as in other subjects. 
It is logical, systematic, thorough. 
It is a book for use by schools, teachers and students. 
PRICE $1.50. BOO WO. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. — - 
Notices for this column inserted at 8 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in tho nozt number. 
PIANO FOR SALE.—A first-class square piano, new, 
will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address 
Etude Office. 
MUSIC Ruling Staff, 6 line pen, imported, with 8 ! 
music writing pens, sent ou receipt of 80 cents in ; 
P. N. or Stamps. C. Bensinger & Co., 612 Dey Street, | 
corner Broadway, New York City. I 
FOR SALE.—A well paying and well known College 
of Music, having hundreds of Btndents, receiptsj 
increasing yearly, but wealthy owner desires to retire. 
! An ho rable post and a 1 ry remunerative inv stment j 
for a musician. Mode of payment; three-fourths in 
cash, and the remainder in five yearly installments, j 
I For obvious reasons the name of the college will be j 
made known only to responsible parties, who shall give 
; guarantees of secrecy whatever be the outcome of the 
negotiations. Address by mail, “ Wealth Owner,” Care 
of this Paper. 
|-—-—■— ------—- HOUSEKEEPERS will be interested in the announce-' 
i ment of Baker & Co., as found in another column. 
MUSIC TEACHERS will be interested in the an¬ 
nouncement of the Virgil Practice Clavier Com- 
j ai y, whi fa is to be ft anf in 0 ir s iveitising pages', ind 
especially i fact hat the grea pianist Padet v ki, 
ii < ors b ti valual Is invents n. 
THE announcement of “ Root’s Training School for 
Teachers of Singing,” in another column, will be 
regarded with interest throughout the country. Dr. 
George F. Root, the President, has been a composer for 
and teacher of American people for nearly half a cen¬ 
tury. His system of teaching is a large part of the 
equipment of most of the successful teachers, of Musical 
Conventions, Institutes, Normals and SingingScbools 
throughout the land. His son, Mr. Frederic W. Root, 
is an authority in all matters relating to Voice Culture 
and Solo Singing, and his is one of the most prominent 
names among the musical educators of the day. The 
school which is to be under the charge of these gentle¬ 
men will be well calculated to send out efficient teachers. 
The announcements of The Youth's Companion for 
1892, which we have received, seem to touch about all 
healthy tastes. Its fiction embraces folk lore, serial, 
sea, adventure and holiday stories. 
Its general articles cover a wide range. Self-Educa¬ 
tion, Business Success, College Success, Girls Who 
Think they can Write, Natural History, Railway Life, 
Boys and Girls at the World’s Fair, Glimpses of Royalty, 
How to See Great Cities, Practical Advice, are some of 
the lines to be writtten on by eminent specialists. 
The Companion readers come into personal touch 
with the people whose greatness makes our age famous. 
Its 500,000 subscribers Bhow how it is appreciated. 
$1.76 a year. Address The Youth’s Companion, 
Boston, Mass. 
A EUB0PEAIF 00USEEYAT0EY IN ST. LOUIS. 
Dr. Robert Goldbeck, Director of the “ Goldbeck 
Conservatory of Music,” Kurfiirsten St. 16-16, Berlin, 
Germany, and President of the “St. Louis Goldbeck Nor¬ 
mal Studio,” has accepted an urgent call from the man¬ 
agement of the Musical Art Publishing Co. to give in St. 
Lonis daring April, May, and June a European Musical 
Coarse. If by March (16) 100 pupils register, on the first 
Monday in April Mr. Goldbeck will begin his work with 
exactly the same features as in his Berlin school. Thus, 
a European conservatory will be brought to St. Louis for 
the benefit of those who cannot avail themselves of 
European study. Instructions will be given privately, 
in classes, and in circles. The latter is a new and in¬ 
valuable method, which produces the most rapid and 
thorough results. Mr. Goldbeck will be actively en¬ 
gaged in conducting, performing, and teaching. He 
will treat on a system which embodies the finest features 
of the methods of the great teachers, Kullak and Louis 
Kohler, with pedagogic points original,to himself. These 
points he has ually unfolded in his “Three Gradu¬ 
ating Courses of the Piano, of the Voice, and of the 
Theory of Music.” These are the most important and 
extensive works on musical education that have ever 
been attempted by any pen. In his manner of teaching, 
Mr. Goldbeck is peculiarly adapted to develop the musi¬ 
cal intelligence of pupils and advance their artistic 
knowledge and technical Bkill. This, together with the 
admirable and business-like European system, will work 
wonders among the classes we hope to form. Special 
provision will be made for teachers who cannot leave 
their classes before June. Each week Mr. Goldbeck 
will give a lecture and piano recital free to the pupils.^ 
He has generously offered three handsome prizes, not 
to the best players or singers, but to those making the 
most progress during the time. The first prize will 
be $200 in cash and three months’ free sojourn at the Ber¬ 
lin school. Each second prize will be $100 in cash. A 
circular containing full information can be obtained from 
Mrs. A. L. Palmer, Manager of the Musical Art Pub¬ 
lishing Co., 2700 Lucas Aye., St. Louib, Mo. It is well 
known that Bince Dr. Goldbeck left St. Louis he has had 
great Buccess in New York, London, and Germany, 
where his compositions and methods have met with the 
highest recognition on the part of the most eminent and 
learned critics the musical world contains. 
Who will assist the faculty of the first Afro-Am« 
Conservatory of Music in the world to erect a hu 
destroyed by fire January 24th ? Any donation w 
gratefully received. H. A. Gibbs, 
